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. Attempted rape of 
. GSU student brings 
. Public Safety warning 
• Students encouraged to use campus 
. escort service, be aware of surroundings 
ByVoloriaPettiford 
Howlo2go@yahoo.com 
After the attempted rape of a GSU student over the weekend, the University's 
Department of Public Safety reminds students to exercise caution when walk- 
ing at night. 
A female student was abducted near campus and taken to a remote loca- 
tion, as she attempted to return to her residence hall from a local nightclub 
early Saturday morning. 
fc
      The case is being investigated by the Bulloch County Sheriff's Office. 
"We urge all of our students to be extremely careful when they're out at 
night," said Capt. Buddy Peaster of the University's Office of Public Safety. 
• "The number one thing is to make sure you have a safe way home before you 
go out." 
Awareness and education prevents crimes. Students can help themselves 
, in avoiding and preventing crimes. 
"Nothing is a cure-all against being victimized, but everything you do will 
help," said Mike Russell, assistant director of Public Safety. Russell reminds 
students to do the basics: be aware of your surroundings at all times, never 
walk alone, and report all suspicious activity. 
In addition, Peaster and Russell advise students to utilize GSU's escort 
service. "Students need to take advantage of the escorts that are provided by 
the university," said Russell. "If a student needs to go anywhere on campus 
alone at night, call the escort service." 
The university's escort service is available all hours and is a service designed 
• specifically to serve students. 
;  According to Peaster, the suspect in the assault is described as a white 
male in his late 20's or early 30's with short, light brown hair and sideburns. 
• He is between 5 feet 10 inches and 6 feet 2 inches, and between 180 and 220 
pounds. He was driving a light-colored, possibly silver, Dodge extended-cab 
pickup truck. 
• Anyone with information about the crime should contact the Bulloch 
County Sheriffs Office at 912-764-8888 or GSU's Office of Public Safety at 
912-681-5234. 
Wolfe named 
Professor of the Year 
Special to the G-A 
' Lome Wolfe was presented with 
the Wells/Warren Professor of the Year 
Award at the Georgia Southern Uni- 
i versity 2004 Honors DayConvocation 
held at the Performing Arts Center on 
Wednesday, April 7. 
. Wolfe is an associate professor in 
the Department of Biology, which is 
housed in the Allen E. Paulson College 
t of Science and Technology. 
The first Award for Outstand- 
ing Service as a Temporary Faculty 
Member was presented to Michelle 
1
 Cawthorn, a temporary professor in 
the biology department. 
Wolfe teaches courses in the biol- 
1
 ogy of plants, environmental biology, 
evolution, scientific presentation and 
the research of Charles Darwin. He 
is the faculty advisor for the Student 
Alliance for a Green Earth. 
Wolfe's research focuses on plant 
; evolutionary ecology and biological 
invasions. He has given presentations 
at a number of schools across the 
country, including Duke University, 
' Emory University, the University of 
Florida and Indiana University. 
He has also given presentations in 
several foreign countries, including 
Canada, Denmark, Israel and the 
Netherlands. 
Special Photo 
Lome Wolfe was named Professor 
of the Year at the Georgia Southern 
University Honors DayConvocation 
on Wednesday, April 7. Wolfe is an 
associate professor in the Depart- 
ment of Biology. 
Wolfe's research has been pub- 
lished in the American Naturalist, 
the American Journal of Botany, the 
Canadian Journal of Botany and the 
Israel Journal of Botany. 
Wolfe has degrees from the Univer- 
sity of Illinois (Ph.D.),the University of 
Toronto (M.Sc.) and McGill University 
(B.Sc). He conducted post-doctoral 
See Wolfe, Page 3A 
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Adrian Peterson 
to coach at yearly I 
scrimmage VT 
By Eli Boorstein 
Niptsroobl 7@hotmail.com 
Mike Sewak may be the official head coach of 
the Georgia Southern football program, but this 
Saturday, he'll be taking a backseat to a group of his 
former players. 
Four former Eagle greats, led by two currently in 
the NFL, will serve as honorary coaches in the an- 
nual Blue-White Game Saturday at 1 p.m. at Paulson 
Stadium.. 
Current Chicago Bear Adrian Peterson and Ki- 
waukee Thomas of the Jacksonville Jaguars, will head 
the White squad while Robert Baker and Fred Stokes, 
members of the glory days in the 1980s under Erk 
Russell, will guide the Blue squad. 
Just three years removed from his days as an Eagle 
fullback, Peterson racked up record after record, as he 
was an All-America first-team selection in each of his 
four collegiate seasons. One of two past GSU players 
to have their number retired, the Alachua, Fla. native 
finished his career with scores of awards and achieve- 
ments, ranking him among the best players ever to 
grace the gridiron not only at Georgia Southern, but 
in the Southern Conference and NCAA. 
Though he was the go-to guy as an Eagle, Peterson 
has had trouble carving a niche as a pro in Chicago, 
getting lost in the shuffle of the Bears' running back 
corps. He managed 75 yards of total offense this past 
season, before suffering a season-ending injury. 
Thomas, a four-year veteran of the Jaguars.patrolled 
the Eagle defense as a cornerback from 1996-1999, 
helping guide Georgia Southern to a I-AA title game 
win in his senior year. As a pro, Thomas has been a 
reliable force in Jacksonville, and is in line for a start- 
ing job next season after a series of offseason moves 
opened up a spot at cornerback. 
The two former teammates in Peterson and Thomas 
attended last year's Blue-White Game, signing auto- 
graphs for fans, but will obviously have a much larger 
role this time around. 
See Blue-White, Page 5A 
BLUE-WHITE ROSTERS 
See the complete rosters and coaching 
staffs for both the Blueand White teams. 
Page 5A 
GSU celebrates 2nd Annual Graduate Student Appreciation Week 
Luke Hearn/STAFF 
President of the Graduate Student Organization Aldorian Chaney and Acting Dean of the College of 
Graduate Studies Dr. Charles Hardy kick off the 2nd Annual Graduate Student Appreciation Week in front of 
the Administrative Annex Monday, April 5. 
By Teresa D. Southern 
teresasouthern@hotmail.com 
The second annual Graduate 
Student Appreciation Week was 
celebrated at GSU this week with the 
kick-off event beginning with the 
proclamation of the purpose of the 
week and the presenting of the title of 
Dean Emeritus to Jack N. Averitt, for 
whom the College of Graduate Studies 
(COGS) is named. 
When asked his thoughts on the 
progression of the COGS, Dr. Averitt 
said," It has been a splendid oppor- 
tunity to witness [COGS] grow from 
its embryonic stage to a plateau. I am 
pleased at the full range of programs. 
Academically it has continued to 
grow." 
Averitt retired from GSU in August 
See COGS, Page 3A 
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Ladcey, S/zu/ord tofce top student awards 
at annual Honors Day Convocation 
Special to the G-A 
Dennis E. Lackey and Sommer 
Groover Shuford captured the top 
student awards at the Georgia 
Southern University 2004 Honors 
Day Convocation held at the Per- 
forming Arts Center on Wednesday, 
April 7. 
A senior management major 
from Woodstock, Ga., Lackey re- 
ceived the GSU Alumni Association 
Award and the University System 
Academic Recognition Award. 
Lackey shared the Alumni Asso- 
ciation Award with Shuford, a senior 
education major from Statesboro. 
The Alumni Association Award 
is presented annually to the gradu- 
ating senior or seniors who have 
applied for graduation, completed 
all course work in residence and 
attained the highest grade point 
average. 
The University System Academic 
Recognition Award is presented an- 
nually to a Georgia resident at each 
system institution on the basis of 
outstanding academic achieve- 
ment. 
Special Photo 
GSU students Sommer Groover Shuford and Dennis Lackey flank Mike 
Cummings, the president ofthe University's Alumni Association. Cummings 
presented Shuford and Lackey with the Alumni Association Award at the 
Georgia Southern Honors Day Convocation on Wednesday, April 7. Lackey 
also received the University System Academic Recognition Award. 
Lackey also received the Delta 
Sigma Pi Award and the University 
Tire Award and was recognized for 
excellent scholarship as a graduating 
senior with a GPA of 3.9 or higher 
at Georgia Southern. 
Shuford also received a 
Leadership/Service Award and was 
recognized for excellent scholarship 
as a graduating senior with a GPA of 
3.9 or higher at Georgia Southern. 
More than 200 Georgia Southern 
students were recognized during the 
Honors Day Convocation. 
Inductees into a number of honor 
societies were also recognized. 
Italian history expert to discuss 'The Da Vinci Code 
Special to the G-A 
The popular novel "The Da Vinci 
Code" will be the subject of a talk by a 
GSU associate professor who special- 
izes in Italian history. 
Kathleen Comerford of the 
Department of History will present 
"Da Vinci Code or Da Vinci Con?" 
on Tuesday, April 13, at 7 p.m. in the 
Nessmith-Lane Continuing Educa- 
tion Building assembly hall. 
Free and open to the public, 
Comerford's talk will focus on how 
"The Da Vinci Code" author Dan 
Brown combined history and fiction 
in his book. 
"Scholars have pondered the 
contrast between history and fiction 
in Brown's historical novel, which 
has stayed on the best-seller list for 
nearly a year," Comerford said. 
"In my talk, I will share with the 
audience some of the history behind 
the fiction that has so captivated read- 
ers," she said. 
Comerford's presentation will be 
the first in the new"Hot Topics" series 
that is sponsored by the Humanities 
Forum at Georgia Southern. 
The Nessmith-Lane Continuing 
Education Building is located on the 
University campus at the corner of 
Chandler Road and Plant Drive. 
Corrections: 
Georgia Rep. Bob Lane of 
Statesboro is a Democrat, not a 
Republican, as was reported in 
yesterday's edition of The George- 
Anne. 
The Prescription Shop 
"Two Locations for 
Student Convenience 
22 S. Zetterower Avenue 
(Corner of Zetterower & Savannah Avenues) 
Monday - Friday 9am - 7pm • Saturday 9am-2pm 
764-6454 
On-Campus 
(Inside GSU Health Services) 
Monday - Friday 8:15am - 5pm 
681-0807 
Our store on S. Zetterower is open late 
and on weekends and holidays. 
SM 
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We're student 
friendly! 
Hans Blix: War in Iraq 
worse than Saddam 
Special Photo 
Former chief U.N. weapons inspec- 
tor Hans Blix. 
COPENHAGEN,Denmark-Iraq 
is worse off now, after the U.S.-led 
invasion, than it was under Saddam 
Hussein, Hans Blix told a Danish 
newspaper Tuesday. 
"What's positive is that Saddam 
and his bloody regime is gone, but 
when figuring out the score, the 
negatives weigh more," the former 
chief U.N. weapons inspector was 
quoted as saying in the daily news- 
paper Jyllands Posten. 
"That accounts for the many ca- 
sualties during the war and the many 
people who still die because of the 
terrorism the war has nourished," he 
said. "The war has liberated the Iraqis 
from Saddam,but the costs have been 
too great." 
Blix, whose inspection team didn't 
make any significant weapons finds 
during months of searching Iraq 
before the war, has sharply criticized 
the United States and Britain for their 
invasion of Iraq to topple Saddam 
Hussein's regime. 
The primary reason given for 
the invasion was to rid the country 
of weapons of mass destruction. 
None were found during or after the 
invasion. 
The former Swedish foreign min- 
ister currently heads a newly cre- 
ated Stockholm-based independent 
commission on weapons of mass 
destruction. 
Georgia evolution 
lawsuit sent to trial 
ATLANTA - A federal judge 
has ruled that a lawsuit that seeks to 
have Cobb County remove disclaim- 
ers about evolution from its textbooks 
should go to trial. 
U.S. District Judge Clarence Coo- 
per ruled the issue should go to trial, 
probably later this year. 
"We're very excited about this," 
said attorney Michael Manely, who 
represents Jeffrey Selman and five 
other Cobb County parents who 
sued the system in August 2002 after 
the stickers were placed in the science 
books. Their lawsuit claims that the 
placement of the stickers restricts the 
teaching of evolution, promotes and 
requires the teaching of creationism 
and discriminates against particular 
religions. 
Cooper weighed the constitution- 
ality of the issue by applying a three- 
pronged test handed down by the U.S. 
Supreme Court in 1971. In order to get 
the lawsuit dismissed, the Cobb school 
board had to show that the sticker was 
adopted with a secular purpose; that 
its primary effect neither advances nor 
inhibits religion; and that it does not 
result in an excessive entanglement of 
government with religion. 
In an 18-page order signed last 
Wednesday, Cooper said the school 
board satisfied him on the first - secu- 
lar purpose - prong ofthe test. 
The suburban Atlanta district be- 
came the center of national attention 
in September when its school board 
unanimously approved a policy on 
evolution that allowed science teach- 
ers to include "disputed views" on the 
origin of man. 
Report: Days after 
terror attacks, Bush 
toldBlairof needto 
deal with Iraq 
Special Photo 
British Prime Minister Tony Blair. 
LONDON - President Bush made 
clear at a dinner with Prime Minister 
Tony Blair nine days after the Sept. 
11 attacks that he wanted to confront 
Iraq, the former British ambassador 
to the United States reportedly told 
a magazine. 
The president raised Iraq at a 
White House meeting on Sept. 20, 
2001, Christopher Meyer, the former 
envoy, toldVanityFair. The magazine, 
published in New York, released an 
advance copy of its story to The As- 
sociated Press on Sunday. 
"Rumors were already flying that 
Bush would use 9/11 as a pretext to a 
attack Iraq," Meyer, who attended the 
dinner, reportedly said. "On the one 
hand, Blair came with a very strong 
message - don't get distracted; the 
priorities were al-Qaida, Afghanistan, 
the Taliban." 
Meyer s statements appear to echo 
claims by Richard Clarke, the former 
White Housecounterterrorism chief 
who said Bush was preoccupied with 
Iraq before and after the terror attacks 
at the expense of fighting al-Qaida. 
The White House has dismissed ? 
Clarke's allegations, saying Iraq was 
considered one of many possible ter- 
ror threats and in planning retaliation ♦ 
for Sept. 11, a map of Afghanistan, 
not Iraq was put on a table at Camp 
David. , 
A spokesman in Blair's office 
declined to specify whether the two 
leaders discussed Iraq at the Sept. 20 
meeting or give any details of the 
dinner. 
Adrian soldier killed    - 
in Iraq loved being 
in military, family      * 
members say 
ADRIAN, Ga.-Friends andfamily 
of the soldier killed last week in Iraq 
say the young man loved being in the 
military. 
Pfc. William R. Strange, 19, of 
Adrian died Friday when an impro- 
vised explosive device detonated in • 
Baghdad where he was setting up an 
observation point. 
"You could have given him a » 
million dollars and I don't think that 
would have made him as happy as be- 
ing in the military,"his sister.Tawanna 
Davis, said Monday. 
For Strange, being in the military 
was the first step to success. His girl- 
friend, Teri Peebles, said he had a plan 
to serve in the military, then go to col- 
lege and eventually marry her. 
The Swainsboro High School 
graduate wanted to join the military 
because he wanted to make something 
of his life, said Adrian Police Chief - 
Daniel McCoy. 
Strange was an outgoing person 
who loved people and looked out for 
his family. 
Davis saidshe believes her brother 
is "with God." 
"The Bible says the greatest thing 
you can do is lay down your life for ■ 
somebody," she said. "He gave his life 
for us." 
Arrangements are being handled 
by Mosleys Funeral Home  in 
Swainsboro. Services have not been   - 
announced yet, funeral home officials 
said Tuesday. 
- Ml News Briefs compiled from 
wire reports by Luke Hearn and Tere 
Southern, News Editors. 
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College to benefit 
from sell of bricks 
COLUMBIA - Students and 
alumni awash in beery nostalgia 
may now own a chunk of a favorite 
tavern near the University of Mis- 
souri at Columbia that burned down 
last summer. 
Dick Walls, owner of the Old 
Heidelberg across the street from 
the main campus, found that he 
couldn't recycle the charred bricks 
into the facade of the rebuilt bar as 
he had hoped. 
So Walls donated about 4,000 
bricks to the university's Hotel and 
Restaurant Management Program, 
for sale as fund-raising memora- 
bilia. 
The bricks will have brass plaques 
commemorating the roughly 40-year 
run of the bar, along with a certificate 
of authenticity, and maybe purchased 
for a $30 tax-deductible donation. 
Walls said he wanted the manage-c 
ment program to benefit because he - 
strongly supports its mission. His 
son, Richard Walls Jr., is a graduate 
of the program. 
"Knowing finances aren't the 
best at the university right now, I 
thought it'd be a way we could help," 
Walls said. 
Walls hopes to open the new Old 
Heidelberg in time for fall classes at 
the same location. 
o California 
Mom visits soldier 
son in Iraq 
SAN FRANCISCO - A 26-year- 
old Army Ranger never expected an 
ambush quite like this one while sta- 
tioned in Iraq - and the only warn- 
ing he got was when fellow soldiers 
paged him over the 2-way radio. 
"Hey, Nick. Your mom's here," 
they said. 
Susan Galleymore, 48, of Alam- 
eda, went against the warnings of 
'military officials and showed up for 
the surprise visit Feb. \\ seven days 
-after leaving with a group from the 
Bay Area. 
Galleymore was reunited with 
her son for 90 minutes. He gave 
her a tour of the base and accom- 
panied her to see the view from a 
guard tower. 
Galleymore chose not to reveal 
Nick's last name to protect him 
from potential harassment from 
colleagues for her anti-war views. 
Galleymore was also using the 
trip to gather information for a 
book she plans to write on the views 
of some Iraqi and U.S. parents on 
the war. She said she simply wanted 
to see for herself how her son was 
doing since he was sent over in 
December. 
Galleymore's 10-day trip, which 
was also spent visiting hospitals, 
orphanages and politicians, was ar- 
ranged by the peace activist group 
Code Pink, which has led about a 
dozen parents to Iraq over the past 
few months. 
U.S. military officials have 
strongly discouraged parents from 
visiting soldiers in Iraq because of 
the dangers involved. 
"I'm a mother, too, so I know how 
she feels," said Sgt. Pam Smith, an 
82nd Airborne spokeswoman."But it 
is extremely dangerous over there." 
INVESTING ISN'T ROCKET SCIENCE 
WHICH EXPLAINS WHY WE HELP 
SO MANY ROCKET SCIENTISTS. 
Putting a rover on Mars is quite a feat. So is preparing for retirement and your 
child's tuition while paying today's bills. That's why so many forward thinkers turn to 
TIAA-CREF for down-to-earth answers. Contact us. After all, when it comes to something 
as important as your financial future, a little bit of expertise can go a long way. 
TIAA-CREF.org or call 800-842-2776 
Find out more about TIAA-CREF IRAs 
and our other tax-smart financial solutions 
,» 
Managing money for people 
with other things to think about.™ 
RETIREMENT I INSURANCE I MUTUAL FUNDS I COLLEGE SAVINGS I TRUSTS I INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT 
You should consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses 
carefully before investing. Please call 877-518-9161 for a prospectus that 
contains this and other information. Please read the prospectus carefully 
before investing. TIAA-CREF Individual & Institutional Services, LLC and Teachers Personal 
Investors Services, Inc. distribute securities products. Please read the prospectus carefully before 
investing. © 2004 Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association-College Retirement Equities Fund 
(TIAA-CREF), 730 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10017    C31474 
HOPE negotiations 
in final stretch 
By Kristen Wyatt 
Associated Press 
ATLANTA - Just when it looked 
like Georgia lawmakers were close 
to agreement on the HOPE scholar- 
ship, a flurry of last-minute fights 
flared up about the fairest way to 
cut costs from the program. 
A group of House Democrats 
and Republican senators were 
trying to settle their differences 
Tuesday, just one day before the 
session ends. 
Tensions were high at several 
rounds of talks, and the six nego- 
tiators left in the evening with no 
agreement. 
The lottery-funded scholarships 
have been wildly popular since they 
were created in 1993, and politicians 
concede they're scared to tinker 
with the fund. 
But economists warn the schol- 
arship program could go bankrupt 
if changes aren't made because the 
cost of scholarships is growing 
faster than lottery receipts. 
The main sticking point has to 
do with the books and fees allow- 
ance. Currently the fund pays for all 
mandatory fees and gives students 
$150 per semester for textbooks. 
Last year, after studying the 
fiscal problems of the scholar- 
ship fund, lawmakers planned to 
cut the books and fees payments, 
saving more than $125 million the 
first year alone. 
But after fresh sales reports ear- 
lier this year indicated the lottery 
was doing better than anticipated, 
politicians from both parties want- 
ed to ease up on that change. 
Republicans and Democrats 
pitched rival plans for phasing in 
those cuts only if lottery receipts 
stop growing. The HOPE negotia- 
tors still have not agreed which plan 
to use. 
Many lawmakers who have 
studied HOPE cuts for nearly a 
year, insist that voters will scoff if 
lawmakers can't settle the matter. 
COGS, FROM PAGE IA 
of 1979 ending a 34-year career at GSU. 
He organized the graduate school in 
1966 under university president Dr. 
Edison. 
Averitt said programs were imple- 
mented in science.biology and many 
in education. 
"We developed programs by 
where our strengths were. In 1958, 
I projected we would have a Ph.D. in 
History by 2000. I usually made 10- 
year projections. Your vision should 
exceed what you really do," Averitt said. 
Currently, there are doctoral programs 
in education; however there is no Ph.D. 
program here at GSU. 
In 1998 the college was named 
after Averitt, due to his many con- 
tributions to the development of 
graduate studies. 
Today the school boasts 42 degree 
majors ranging from fine arts to nurs- 
ing, and instructional technology to 
music. 
Aldorian Chaney, president of the 
Graduate Student Organization, said 
the program hasn't expanded since last 
year and took about a semester to coor- 
dinate. She said the day she is looking 
forward to is Scholarship Day. 
"We [graduate students] are so 
into our own programs we don't 
get to see the other departments or 
student s work," Chaney said. 
Charles J. Hardy, acting dean of the 
COGS, said he really hoped graduate 
students feel appreciated. 
"I have a saying that students don't 
care how much you know, until they 
know how much you care. Students 
in the program bring a seriousness < 
purpose, a want to learn and an energl 
that is contagious," Hardy said. 
Tuesday, April 6 was the seconl 
event of COGS Appreciation Weelf 
which was an open house especial! 
for graduate assistants. There are oveT 
250 graduate assistants on campus. 
On Wednesday, there was a recep 
tion held for international graduatl 
students. 
Graduate Scholarship Day wil 
be held Thursday, in which graduatl 
students willhaveposterpresentation 
that exhibit their research, internshil 
experience and creative scholarship 
This event will be held from 4 p.r 
to 6 p.m. in the Auxiliary Gym at thl 
R.A.C. 
The week of events will culminatl 
with a social with GSU's own Jazz Ban! 
performing, courtesy of the Master! 
of Music program. This event will b| 
held at the Administrative Annex fron 
1 p.m. to 3 p.m. 
Urkovia Jacobs, a graduate studer 
pursuing a Master's of Public Health! 
said she enjoys Graduate Apprecial 
tion Week. 
"It gives all graduate students thl 
opportunity to visit and meet theil 
colleagues, help them with careel 
advancements and to show theil 
contributions to the Georgia SoutherJ 
community," Jacobs said. 
Dr. Averitt is currently more thaJ 
busy. He is currently working witU 
Dell Pressely, a local historian, on thl 
history of Georgia Southern and also] 
compiling history of the COGS. 
WOLFE, FROM PAGE IA 
research at the University of California at Santa Barbara and Hebrev 
University of Jerusalem. 
The winner of the Wells/Warren Professor of the Year Award is selected 
by the University's Students. Members of the Gamma Beta Phi honor sol 
ciety interview the department heads of the finalists and look at studen| 
evaluations of the professors. 
The group then conducts a blind interview of the finalists beforl 
selecting the winner of the award, which is endowed by former Gamm J 
Beta Phi advisors J. Norman and Rosalyn Wells. The award is named ill 
honor of their parents, Nolan and Audrey Wells and Hartwell and Lucil<| 
Warren. 
10th Annual 
Essence Awards 
and Banquet 
rCh^L40gK40gpthe/ World/ On& Leader at cu Tvwve? 
Wednesday April 14, 2004 
7 :OOp.vru 
free/ TCckety cwcuXahle/ iwthe/ 
MumxMJltiAr^StudeMt Center 
For Mire Information Contact 
The Multicultural Student Center at 681-5409 
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You use parenting instincts every day. 
Trust the one that says he's not learning 
the way he should. 
When it comes to your child, you're the expert. So if you 
have even the slightest inkling that your son or daughter is 
struggling in school, remember: he or she doesn't have to. 
The fact is, children who experience learning difficulties 
are as smart as their classmates. They just learn differently. 
But the key is acting now. So call 1-888-478-MIIMD, or visit 
www.focusonlearning.org to find out more. 
he oldest continuously published newspaper in Bulloch County www.stp.gasou.edu 
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Our Opinion 
No excuse for 
sexual assault 
It seems an attempted rapist is on the loose in Statesboro. 
Fortunately, the victim, who alleges she was abducted while 
walking home from a local club in Saturday s early-morninghours, 
managed to escape before the heinous attempted crime ensued. 
On a Friday night near the end of the semester, any woman on 
campus could've decided to venture out and forget schoolwork stresses 
for a few precious hours. The young woman, a GSU sophomore, was 
simply trying to get home safely after enjoying a night of perfectly 
typical weekend fun. 
Maybe she chose to walk rather than risk lives by driving after a 
tiring night out. She was alone. Maybe she was dressed for a night 
out. Maybe she was intoxicated. 
Whatever the case, there is absolutely no excuse for what nearly 
befell her. 
While its true that the escort service offered after dark by uni- 
versity police is under-used, and that all people - not just women 
- should exercise caution when traversing campus, we should not 
have to live in fear. 
At the heart of this issue is a series of deeply rooted misconceptions 
about everything from gender roles to the definition of rape. 
For one thing, the legal definition of rape in Georgia leaves too 
much room for authorities to skew the records by filing any and every 
sexual assault incident as "sexual battery." Additionally, under this 
state's law, only women can be "raped," as rape is defined as "forcible 
penetration of a woman by a man against her will." 
Is there really room in situations of sexual violence to split hairs 
regarding gender specificity and what constitutes "penetration" of a 
victim? Doesn't such a stipulation further the concept that women 
are in a separate category; declassified, in a way, from the "human" 
category in which we should all fall? 
The truth: All people should have the right to security in her or 
his own person, no matter where they are, what they're doing, what 
they're wearing, or how dark it is at the time. 
Perhaps it's a hopelessly idealistic view, but it really seems all people 
deserve to live confidently and safely. 
Unfortunately, we still live in a society where women are the most 
frequent targets for sexual predators. Women must help educate and 
protect each other. Take self-defense classes. Become confident in 
your ability to protect yourself. And, most importantly, watch out 
for your fellow humans. 
Until we find ourselves closer to this Utopian vision of a world in 
which we need not fear the threat of those who use sex as a weapon, we 
can only take the utmost care to protect ourselves, and each other. 
Stay in groups. Don't hesitate to use the escort service provided 
by the university, regardless of your sexual identity. 
Live - not in fear, but in awareness. 
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Relationships & Sex 
SPEAKING OF Mood music 
Some of us like hearing music while we 
screw. 
It can set the mood and add to the 
excitement, ease the way into sex with a stranger, 
or relieve us of the responsibility of having to 
recite porn-video cliches just to break the 
silence. But, as with tastes in partners, tastes 
in music vary. 
"I remember going over to this tricks house," 
says one someone.'Td met him online, and he'd 
seemed really butch on the phone. He turned 
out to be even hunkier than his picture. But 
when we started to screw, he reached over and 
turned on his CD player. Whitney Houston, 
Celine Dion, Cher, all these divas - not the 
bestbackgroundfor an S/M scene. I would have 
asked him to turn it off, but it was too damn 
funny. Good sex, though." 
People have very personal connections to 
specific pieces of music. Your favorite bouncy 
up-tempo number may remind your sexbuddy 
of a tragic lost love. Movie soundtracks can be 
fun.unless your partner simply hated the movie. 
There's a growing library of world music, 
New-Agey-type recordings from groups like 
Deep Forest, Loop Guru, and Enigma that may 
serve well as a background for sex, especially 
if played at a low level, with the CD changer 
set to "shuffle." 
Therewashalfayear,though,whenitseemed 
Icouldn'tgo anywhere withouthearingthesame 
Enigma song - and there's something about 
most of Enimga's songs that make me want to go 
to the bathroom more than they turn my crank. 
Classical music can be good. 
As a friend (a music major, no less) of 
mine pointed out, "It can be very tricky, but 
rewarding to time a session to Ravel's Bolero," 
which famously builds to a loud climax. But 
some pieces may produce problems: Do you 
want to roll over for a post-orgasmic snuggle, 
only to have the 1812 Overture start blaring 
through the speakers? Once again, pieces that 
are relatively unobtrusive will probably work 
best. Gregorian chants can be pleasant, espe- 
cially forat-least-mildly-kinkyscenes,butmay 
be iffy if your trick's a lapsed priest. 
Opera recordings are best re- 
served for the true connoisseur. 
Vocal pop music is always a bit risky, since it 
can plant distracting thoughts in a sexed-out 
brain. It's disconcerting to blow a load while 
Alanis Morissette is singing her revenge fan- 
tasies. And hip-hop, with its nonstop rapping, 
seems a matter of specialized taste, sexually. 
Of course, lyrics can be used to set an in- 
tentional mood. The sound-sawy sadist 
may want to hear Nine Inch Nails growling 
about effing like an animal or Depeche Mode 
suggesting we play Master and Servant. Such 
sonic special effects are easily arranged 
with a custom-made, home-burned CD. 
Avoid the radio. 
There's nothing worse than getting... 
close, only to have great music give way to 
a spate of grating ads for soft drinks and 
SUVs. Free-form college radio is commer- 
cial-free but unpredictable; you can undress 
to Kelis but end up screwing to Limp Bizkit. 
If you're the kind of person who sets up sex 
scenes like Martha Stewart does dinners (from 
whatever cell block you live in), carefully ar- 
ranging candles and laying out condoms in 
a crystal candy bowl, by all means throw a 
half-dozen suitable choices in the CD changer 
before that special someone arrives (though 
asking "Do you mind music while we play?" 
can't hurt). 
Likewise, if you're at someone's house and 
they don't even seem to notice the nonstop 
ABBA in the background, it's okay to politely 
but firmly inform him that if "Dancing Queen" 
plays one more time, you're outta there. 
Unless, of course, you love ABBA, too. 
DeMarc Campbell 
Columnist 
Christian gays face unique persecution and hardship 
By IssacJ. Bailey 
KRT Campus 
Disappointed. 
That's what the woman on the phone said - after she questioned 
my sexuality. 
"Are you gay," she said, with no hint of malice. I imagine she was 
trying to find any reason to explain away the position I've taken on 
homosexuality and gay marriage. 
The question surprised me only because it took about two months 
before I was asked it directly, about two months after I wrote I wasn't 
convinced homosexuality was a sin. 
She asked it before saying she enjoyed my writing and was impressed 
the lone time we met. 
She asked it after saying her daughter's friends used to harass gay 
students. 
She asked it after telling me, "We shouldn't give those people any 
reason to believe their lifestyle is OK." 
I told her I didn't see anything wrong with a committed, dedicated, 
God-based homosexual relationship. 
"I'm just disappointed," she said. 
We exchanged a couple of pleasantries and hung up. 
I was waiting for that question because every other one about my 
motives have already surfaced. 
I've been asked, in so many words, if I'm a tool of Satan. 
I've been asked if I believe there is a right and a wrong, if I believe 
in societal standards, if pedophilia should be legalized. 
I've been asked if I'm a Christian or just pretending to make a 
point. 
I've heard from others who said I'm trampling on God's word to 
make people feel good. If I wanted to make people feel good, I'd declare 
homosexuality a sin, say gay marriage would be our downfall. 
Because that is the prevailing belief. When the Supreme Court shot 
down anti-sodomy laws, almost 80 percent of Americans surveyed said 
they were against gay marriage and other rights. About two-thirds of 
the country still feels that way. That's in line with most of the clergy 
members I grew up listening to - though not nearly all of the clergy 
members I've heard from since. 
And it's in line with a majority of readers, if the typed and handwrit- 
ten pages-long letters I've been receiving from throughout the country 
are an indication. 
.. 
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See Bailey, Page 6A 
Today's celebrations 
Buddhist: Kambutsue, Buddha's birthday 
(Japan, Taiwan, Hawaii, Korea) 
Christian: Maundy Thursday/Holy Thursday 
International: Feng Shui Awareness Day 
U.S.: Vote Lawyers Out of Office Day 
1— 
Today in history 
On this day in 1994, smoking was banned in the Pentagon 
and on all United States military bases. 
On this day in 1986, Clint Eastwood was elected mayor of 
Carmel, CA. 
i  
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Eagles top Tigers at Grayson Stadium 
GSU Athletic Media Relations 
SAVANNAH - Grant Burruss col- 
lected three hits, three runs batted in 
and a pair of runs scored to lead Geor- 
gia Southern to a 10-5 non-conference 
win over Savannah State in Grayson 
Stadium Tuesday evening. 
Georgia Southern (17-17) opened 
the scoring in the bottom of the sec- 
ond inning as Burruss sent a 2-2 pitch 
from Savannah State starter Carlos 
Markyna over the fence in right- 
centerfield, his 11th home run of the 
season, for a 1-0 Eagles lead. 
The Eagles added two runs to 
their lead in the fourth inning as they 
claimed a 3-0 lead. Brandon Burnsed 
walked to open the inning and stole 
second before moving to third on 
an infield single by Brandon Long. 
Burnsed appeared to be out on a run 
down after a ground ball by Greg 
Dowling, but Tiger third baseman 
Terrick Smalls dropped the relay 
throw, allowing Burnsed to score 
and Long to safely move to second. 
Burruss followed with a single to right 
to drive in Long. 
Georgia Southern increased its 
lead to 5-0 in the fifth inning. With 
one out, Brandon Ponder singled 
and moved to second on a wild 
pitch. James Payne followed with a 
double to right-center, moving Pon- 
der to third allowing him to score 
when the throw in from Brandon 
Pope eluded Tiger shortstop Rafael 
Blanco. Burnsed's fly out to left-center 
moved Payne to third, allowing him to 
score on Long s single to right, giving 
the Eagles a five-run lead. 
Savannah State (19-14) got on the 
board in the top of the sixth inning. 
With one out, Blanco doubled to cen- 
ter field and moved to third on a James 
Willis ground out. Jeremiah Fielder 
drove Blanco in with a single to left, 
cutting the Tiger deficit to 5-1. 
The Tigers added three more runs 
in the seventh to cut their deficit to 
a single run. Pinch hitter Tim Paige 
greetedEagle reliever Thomas Turner 
with a single through the left-side of 
the infield and moved to second as 
Thomas Lonon drew a walk. After 
a strike out, Fabian Small tripled to 
left-center, driving in both Paige and 
Lonon. Barry Mincey walked to put 
runners at the corners prior to a sacri- 
fice fly by Blanco which scored Small, 
cutting the Eagle lead to 5-4. 
Georgia Southern answered with 
five runs of its own in the bottom of 
the inning to push its advantage back 
to six runs. Payne opened the inning 
by reaching on an error by Blanco at 
short and stole second before moving 
to third on a Burnsed base hit. Eric 
Alvarez relieved Markyna and struck 
out Long and appeared to have Payne 
picked off third, but a throwing er- 
ror by Fielder on the play allowed the 
Eagle centerfielder to score. Dowling 
followed with a walk and Burruss a 
single to right, scoring Burnsed, be- 
%o«
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SOUTHERN CONFERENCE 
SPORTS UPDATE 
LimiimL 
TEAM 
Charleston 
The Citadel 
Ga. Southern 
Elon 
*UNC Greensboro 
Davidson 
Furman 
W. Carolina 
E.Tennessee St. 
Wofford 
CONFERENCE 
W   L  PCT. 
9 0 1.00 
11 1 .917 
8 4 .667 
6 .600 
5 .583 
8 .467 
5   .444 
8 .333 
10 .333 
9 .250 
OVERALL 
w L pa. 
23 5   .821 
19 9 .679 
17 17 .500 
15 17 .469 
20 7 .732 
12 16 .429 
10 16 .385 
14 17 .452 
14 18 .438 
9 14 .391 
4 24 .143 Appalachian St.   2   13 .133 
* UNC Greensboro also has one tied game 
STATISTICAL LEADERS 
Batting: Matt Kirkpatrick, COFC, .500 
GSU Leaden Brandon Long,.361 
Hits: Byron Barber, COFC, 56 
GSU Leader: Greg Dowling, 49 
Runs: Byron Barber, COFC, 40 
GSU Leader: James Payne, 38 
Runs Batted In: Brett Anderson, COFC, 44 
GSU Leader: Greg Dowling, 41 
Home Runs: 2 players with, 11 
GSU Leader: Grant Burruss, 11 
Stolen Bases: Brett Gardner, COFC, 15 
GSU Leader: Brandon Burnsed, 12 
Pitching: Brian Ebert, ELON, 0.00 
GSU Leader: Mike Thompson, 2.08 
Strikeouts: Everett Teaford, GSU, 66 
GSU Leader: Brian Harrison, 53 (2nd on team) 
(records and statistics through games of April 6) 
@®FLMML, 
TEAM 
Charleston 
Chattanooga 
*Elon 
Furman 
E.Tennessee St. 
Ga. Southern 
Appalachian St. 
UNC Greensboro 
CONFERENCE 
w L pa. 
5 1 .833 
.667 
.667 
.667 
.500 
.333 
.222 
.167 
OVERALL 
w L pa. 
29 20 .592 
28 15 .651 
23 13 .635 
30 .231 
20 .512 
18 .500 
22 .353 
16 .556 
* Elon also has one tied game 
STATISTICAL LEADERS 
Batting: Amanda Cone, COFC, .474 
GSU Leaden Aurora Johnson, .350 
Hits: Amanda Cone, COFC, 63 
GSU Leaden Shanita Black, 41 
Runs: Amanda Cone, COFC, 49 
GSU Leader: Aurora Johnson, 24 
Runs Batted In: Amanda Cone, COFC, 50 
GSU Leader: Kim Griffin, 21 
Home Runs: Amanda Cone, COFC, 12 
GSU Leader: 3 players with, 3 
Stolen Bases: LaKerah Barr, FUR, 21 
GSU Leader: Shanita Black, 5 
Pitching: Tiffany Urena, GSU, 1.34 
GSU Leaden Gary Moone, 1.69 (2nd on team) 
Strikeouts: Lacey Swarthout, UTC, 231 
GSU Leaden Gary Moone, 129 
(records and statistics through games of April 6) 
UPCOMING GEORGIA SOUTHERN SPORTING EVENTS 
Friday 
• Golf at The Intercollegiate in 
Raleigh, N.C. (through Saturday) 
• Baseball at Elon, 3 p.m. 
• Softball vs. Elon (DH), Eagle Field, 3 p.m. 
Saturday 
• Outdoor Track at Spec Towns 
Invitational in Athens 
• Baseball at Elon, 1 p.m. 
• Football, Blue-White Game, 
Paulson Stadium, 1 p.m. 
• Softball vs. Eton, Eagle Field, 1 p.m. 
•Women's Tennis at Mercer, 1 p.m. 
Sunday 
• Baseball at Elon, 1 p.m. 
The brothers of the 
Sigma Chi fraternity would 
like to honor and remember 
Wesley Batalona 
who lost his life in Iraq 
on Thursday, April 1,2004. 
The brothers send their 
thoughts and prayers to 
his daughter Kristal. 
Luke Renfroe/STAFF 
Designated hitter Grant Burruss batted 3-for-4 with three RBI as Georgia 
Southern handed Savannah State a 10-5 defeat. Burruss also knocked out 
his 11th home run, tying him for the conference lead. 
fore a Mike Economos triple made it 
9-4. Paige, who stayed in the game at 
third, booted a Flint Wipke ground 
ball, allowing Economos to score the 
final run of the inning. 
Savannah State used a pair of 
one-out singles wrapped around a 
stolen base to score the final run of 
the evening. 
Economos finished the night two- 
of-four with a pair of RBI while Long 
was two-of-five. 
Eagle starter Mike Thompson 
struck out a career-high eight bat- 
ters while allowing seven hits and 
one run in six innings of work to 
improve to 1-1 on the season. Brian 
Harrison entered the game with bases 
loaded and recorded the final out of 
the evening to record his second save 
of the season. 
Markyna allowed eight hits and 
seven runs.four earned, whilestriking 
out three in six and a third innings 
in falling to 4-5. Blanco finished the 
night two-of-three at the plate while 
Willis was two-of-four. 
Georgia Southern returns to ac- 
tion Friday, when it travels to face 
Southern Conference foe Elon at 7 
p.m. to open a three-game league 
series. 
Softball sweeps Mercer in twinbill 
Special to the G-A 
MACON - The Georgia Southern 
softball team out-hit Mercer 22-5 
Wednesday evening as the Eagles 
swept the Bears with scores of 6-0 
and 12-3. 
Eagle pitcher Logan Free (6-4) 
tossed a one-hitter in the first game 
and only allowed two walks on the 
way to her complete game shutout. 
In Game 1, Mercer (25-22,8-2 A- 
Sun) hung tough with Georgia South- 
ern (20-18) through five innings as they 
only trailed 1-0. However, the Eagles 
were able to put the game out of reach in 
the sixth by scoring five more runs. 
Katie Rosentreter (16-8) gottheloss, 
but only allowed one run in her five in- 
nings pitched. The sophomore allowed 
four hits and struck out five batters. Liz 
Hall pitched the last two innings, giving 
up six hits and five runs, four of them 
earned, while striking out three. 
The second game got off to a bad 
start for the Bears as Georgia Southern's 
Maria Laurato hit a three-run home run 
in the top of the first to put the Eagles 
up 3-0. 
Mercerwas able tobattlebackin the 
bottom of the second with three runs of 
theirown. With thebasesloaded, Crys- 
tal Pardue got an easy RBI as she drew 
a walk to bring home Meghan Clark. 
Kelley Bretscher then sent a single to 
right-center allowing Amanda Cosson 
and Rosentreter to come home to bring 
the score to 3-3. 
After a scoreless third, the Eagles 
put the game away in the fourth as 
they scored nine runs off of six hits 
and three Mercer errors to take the 
lead at 12-3. 
Mercer couldn't close the gap after 
five innings so the game was called due 
to the eight-run mercy rule. 
Tiffany Urena (5-4) got the win, 
allowing three hits in 3.1 innings 
pitched. 
Chris Mattice (4-5) suffered the loss 
as she allowed nine earned runs and 10 
hits in 3.1 innings pitched. 
LaVeneBell/STAFF 
Adrian Peterson (right) and Kiwaukee Thomas (second from left) pose 
with one of last year's honorary coaches, Georgia Gov. Sonny Perdue, at 
the 2003 Blue-White Game. 
BLUE-WHITE, FROM PAGE 1A 
Baker, one of the original Eagles 
when the program was restarted in 
1982, was one of the program's first 
deep threats, holding the team record 
for receptions in a game with nine. 
Stokes was an Ail-American 
first-team selection at offensive 
tackle, as he provided the protection 
that helped guide Georgia Southern 
to their second championship in 
1986. He spent 10 years journeying 
through the NFL as a defensive end 
with four different teams, winning 
a Super Bowl with the Washington 
Redskins in 1991. 
Prior to the beginning of the Blue- 
White Game, the four former Eagles 
will participate in an autograph ses- 
sion on the concourse of the student 
section from 11 a.m. until noon. Cur- 
rent Eagle players and coaches will be 
available for autographs following the 
game. A complimentary buffet, as well 
as door prizes, will also be provided 
for visitors from 11 a.m. until a half- 
hour prior to kickoff. ■ 
The rosters that the four past 
greats will take to the field were com- 
piled on Wednesday as Sewak and his 
assistants led a draft of approximately 
100 players. Senior Derrick Butler 
was the first pick for the Blue team 
while senior defensive tackle Eric 
Hadley served as the White team's top 
selection. Quarterback Trey Hunter 
will also join Butler on the Blue side 
while Chaz Williams will quarterback 
the other side of the ball. 
BLUE-WHITE GAME ROSTERS 
BLUE TEAM 
7 Steve Steele, SB 
9RicoZackery,SS 
11 DavidWillingham, LB 
13 AJ. Bryant, FS 
14 Trey Hunter, QB 
"15 Darius Smiley, QB/SB 
"18WesTumer,WR 
19PJ.Cantrell,WR 
27JaBreScott,SB 
28 TJ. Anderson, SB 
29 Johnathan Wilkerson, CB 
3Uynon Jefferson, SB 
32TerenceMcBride,CB 
33 Dan Jordan, P 
34 Brandon Andrews, FB 
39 Lance Turner, FB 
41 Eric White, LB 
42TimGehrsitz,FB 
43 Derrick Butler, LB 
56 Lance Watkins, 0L 
62 Russell Orr, 0T 
67 Lance Wayne, C 
70EricMdntlre,NT 
73 Albert Turner, 0T 
74 Joseph Tuttle,DL 
75EricSelbach,DR 
HONORARY HEAD COACHES: Robert Baker, Fred Stokes; COACHING STAFF: Mitch Ware, 
Williams, Chad Lunsford, Tom Melton (* indicates player is injured and will not play) 
WHITE TEAM 
76 Clint Barbour, 0T 
85 Teddy Craft, WR 
90 Victor CabraLDT 
92 Charrod Taylor, DT 
"96 Matt Rio, DT 
97 Thevenn Harris, DE 
-Justin Brown, DB 
-Matthew Burgess, 0L 
-Bryce Carter, FB 
-Marcello Estrada, OL 
-Jayson Foster, QB 
- Bo Galvin, PK 
- Pierce Gibony, 0L 
- Andrew Huffingham, DL 
-Sam King, DB 
-Tyler Kucera, DL 
-Henri Lee, WR 
*-Johnny Los, WR 
-MattMcCown,0L 
- Ken Middleton, FB 
- Renard Montford, DB 
*-TerronPullen,LB 
- Chris Riffey, DB 
-Matthew Wade, 0L 
-Chris Williams, DB 
Scott Sloan, John Pate, Mark 
1 Ja mes Young, FS 
2 Lewis Barr, DB 
*5Deon Palmer, QB 
6 Jermaine Austin, FB 
10 Chaz Williams, QB 
*12 Michael Thompson, LB 
20 Kevin Anderson, SB 
23 Tariq Muhammad, SS 
25 J.T. Nash, SB 
36 Kevin Davis, SB 
37 Shannon Higdon, DB 
38 Devron Jefferson, LB 
44T.J.Watkins,0E 
*45DeShawnJude,DE 
*46ErskineJude,LB . 
*47JohnMohring,LB 
*48 Larry Long, FB 
52 Jason Earvvood, LB 
54 Cortez Reed, DE 
57 Reginald Thomas, DE 
59 James Bouie.C 
64 Charlie Hopkins, 0T 
68 Jesse Suarez,0L 
69 Dane Jensen, 0L 
71ChadMotte,0G 
77 Paul Collins, 0T 
79 Leonard Daggett, OG 
81 Marquice Maynard, SB 
82 Sean Holland, P/PK 
86 Reggie McCutchen,WR 
87 Johnathan Dudley, PK 
88 Shaheen Solomon, DE 
94 Jack Sherman, DE 
98 Eric Hadley, DT 
99 Shannon Williams, NT 
- Richard Bashlor,DS 
- Osmond Brinson, WR 
- Chris Dickerson, LB 
-Jayson Foster, QB 
-Jason Hawkins, DB 
-Fredrian Kelley, 01 
- Champ Kleeman,0L 
-Stevie Knight, DB 
- Brian Kranz, DL 
-Sylvester Lake, WR 
-Vicarro Mills, DB 
-Kenya Moore, SB 
- Richard Murphey.WR 
-T.J.Rutledge,LB 
- Victor Sandi, LB/DE 
-TravilisSims,0L 
HONORARY HEAD COACHES: Adrian Peterson, Kiwaukee Thomas; COACHING STAFF: Joe Tresey, Brent Davis, Andre 
Curtis, Greg Hill, Doug Giacone, Michael Bewley (* indicates player is injured and will not play) 
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High-speed Internet 
Expanded cable TV with HBO 
Optional fixed-rate utility package 
Optional Furniture Package 
L ■• fee 
fc-  \Js    \m* JL fc-^B*"  %** 
Monthly Rental Rates 
Effective August 2004 
Prices start at $295.00 
Rental rates include High-speed Internet 
and Expanded cable plus HBO 
"The safest and most secure student 
residential community in Statesboro." 
Choose from 
11 Different Floor Plans 
• Single-occupancy studios 
• Two bedroom/two bath apartment homes 
• Three bedroom/three bath apartment homes 
• Furnished or unfurnished 
17931 Highway 67 South 
htl |        A^v^ganieiidistTi\iiieiitals.coiii 
(912)681 6539 
The Garden District 
6A 
f~\   T]flG A     www.stp.fiasou.edu 
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Thursday, April 8,2004 
BAILEY, FROM PAGE 4A 
If this was just about making 
people feel better.I've certainly chosen 
the wrong side. 
The irony is this: All I'd have to do to 
convince people I've heard from God 
about this topic is stop listening to Him 
and change my stance. 
I could stop doing all the things 
I'm doing - reading the Bible more 
consistentlylearning about its origins, 
taking in the opinions of conservative 
and liberal clergy - and I'd be back in 
many people's good graces. 
I could stop asking God for guid- 
ance as long as I come up with the 
answer so many believe I should. 
Then that woman would be disap- 
pointed no longer. 
She hinted her disappointment is 
rooted in her belief that I'm disobeying 
God, though I can't help but wonder 
if it's really rooted in my disobeying 
her. 
ABOUT THE WRITER 
Issac J. Bailey is a columnist for 
the Myrtle Beach, S.C., Sun News. 
Readers may write to him at: The Sun 
News, 914 Frontage Road East, Myrtle 
Beach, S.C. 29577-6700, or via e-mail 
at ibailey@thesunnews.com. 
Amtrak train derails in rural Mississippi; one dead 
Associated Press 
YAZOOCITY,Miss.-An Amtrak 
train derailed in rural central Mis- 
sissippi late Tuesday, killing at least 
one person on board and injuring 
dozens. 
Dan Stessel, a spokesman for 
Amtrak, said nine of the trains cars 
left the tracks about 25 miles north of 
Jackson and toppled onto their sides. 
He said the train's manifest showed 72 
passengers and 12 crew members. 
Besides search teams, portable 
lights and other equipment was be- 
ing rushed to the scene, she said. Red 
Cross staffers were on hand to assist 
passengers. 
Yazoo County sheriff's dispatcher 
Mary Whisenton said at least five 
ambulances had also been sent to 
the scene. 
Stessel said he had no information 
on what caused the accident. 
The train was traveling from 
New Orleans to Chicago when it 
left the tracks at about 7 p.m. near 
the Yazoo-Madison county line, 
authorities said. 
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100 Woodland Drive 
(Across from GSU, 301 S.) 
Statesboro, GA 30458 
Mon - Fri: 9am - 5:30pm 
Saturday 1 Oam - 5pm 
Sunday 1pm - 5pm 
(912) 681-6441 
www.woodlandsofstatesboro.com 
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Brand new apartments 
Vaulted ceilings 
Private back pati 
Monitored intrusion alarm 
State-of-the-art fitness center 
Resort-style pool 
Planned resident activities 
Refrigerator with 
icemaker, dishwasher and 
full-size washer and dryer 
■   '" 
Private 2 bedroom/2 bath 
Track lighting 
mm——m—____________——___—_ 
Clubhouse with billiard room 
Expanded basic cable w/ HBO 
Sand volleyball court 
Professional on-site management 
. High-speed internet access 
in each bedroom 
Walk-in closets 
Ceiling fans 
Two-tone paint 
Extra parking 
Business/computer lab 
Basketball court 
lainlenance 
Convenient location to 
campus (across from GSU) 
The € 
Imagine.. .Amenities 
feeder than home! 
Why "Wood" you want to 
live anywhere else? 
t • 
'Kill Bill Vol. 1* 
comes to DVD 
next Tuesday 
PAGESB 
'Hellboy'takes 
the No. 1 spot at 
the box office 
PAGE 3B DJ Fox talks with Fear Factory 
PAGE 6B 
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April 8 
Studio Honors Recital 
Carol A. Carter Recital Hall 
8 p.m. 
Graduate Scholarship Day 
RAC 
4 p.m.-6 p.m. 
Blue-White Spring Football 
Game 
Paulson Stadium 
1 p.m. 
Turkey Shoot 
Rappelling Tower 
9 a.m. 
Softball 
GSU vs. Elon 
7 p.m. 
Women's Tennis 
GSU vs. Florida A&M 
Noon 
Softball 
GSU vs. Elon 
1 p.m. 
Free Practise LSAT 
Nessmith-Lane Building 
930 a.m.-] p.m. 
. . ■ 
The Misadventures o 
April 13 April 14 
Digital Copier Expo 
Nessmith-Lane Building 
9 a.m.-2 p.m. 
This will be a good opportunity for 
anyone considering a copier purchase 
or lease in the near future to see the 
newest technology available and de- 
termine what is best suited to their 
needs. All faculty, staff, and students 
are invited to attend. Registration is 
not required. 
WebCT Vista Showcase 
COBA Building RM 1124 
2 p.m.- 3:30 p.m. 
Come out and view the latest 
version of WebCT. These showcases 
will highlight the features and im- 
provements of WebCT Vista. Light 
refreshments will be served. 
Robert F. Kennedy Jr. Lecture 
Nessmith-Lane Building 
7p.m. 
The lecture will discuss a number 
of important environmental issues and 
his most recent book. 
Percussion Ensemble 
Carol A. Carter Recital Hall 
8 p.m. 
rJ 1 
HEALTH 
SERVICES 
Quality • Caring • Convenient 
www.gasou.edu/health 
By Ashley Stevens 
danny2325@hotmail.com 
Basinger takes a new approach 
to breaking up 
Actress Kim Basinger is selling her 
engagement ring, which she received 
from ex-husband 
Alec Baldwin, to 
charity. Proceeds 
from the sale will go 
to Performing Ani- 
mal Welfare Society, 
which provides refuge 
for abused circus and exotic animals. 
The 3.7 carat Tiffany ring is valued 
between $30,000 to $40,000. The one 
thing that is not for sale, according to 
Basingers reps, is the wedding ring. 
Homer loves something more 
than donuts 
The actors that give voice to Homer, 
Marge, and a host of other characters 
skipped out of 
"table reads" for the 
sixteenth season of 
"TheSimpsons." The 
impromptu skip day 
was the result of sal- 
ary negotiations hitting an impasse. 
Reportedly, the actors want a salary 
upgrade from $125,000 to $360,000 
an episode. 
Pink gets to sing 
The recording artist Pink is set to 
play the title role 
in the upcoming 
movie "The Gos- 
pel According to 
Janis." The movie 
will cover the life of 
legendary artist Janis Joplin from the 
age of 19, when she came to California, 
to her death at age 27. This movie is 
not to be confused with another Janis 
film staring Renee Zelleweger. 
Kelly's a chip off the old block 
Kelly Osborne, middle child of 
the Osborne family, 
has entered rehab. 
She, reportedly, was 
addicted to painkill- 
ers. She was taken to 
Malibu's Promises re- 
hab center byyounger 
brother Jack, who will be celebrating 
a years sobriety from marijuana and 
alcohol. 
Watch Bobby in Being Bobby 
Brown 
Following on the heels of the reality 
craze, Bobby Brown is discussing the 
possibility of a 
reality show 
staring himself. 
Reportedly, the 
show will follow 
his day to day activities. The topic of 
whether or not Whitney will be in it 
is in deep discussion. 
The Olsen Twins exist no longer 
Mary-Kate and Ashley Olsen, the 
soon-to-be bil- 
lionaries.report- 
edly, want people 
to refer to them 
separately rather 
mMW.msm.nl 
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ALLTECH - Main Street Village(next to hospital) ♦ Statesboro 871-7322 
ASAP -/406 S. Main St. • Statesboro A.        ....764-2337 
• 15964h^dler R^.f^titesboro ..A^ 874-5M 
5966 Ogeechee Rd. • Savannah 961-7881 
ALUTBCfcl 
ALLTECH 
General Student Recital 
Carol A. Carter Recital Hall 
7 p.m. 
Graduate Recital 
Carol A. Carter Recital Hall 
8 p.m. 
@ the Club 
Tonight 
80s Night w/Dj Rocky @ 
Woodin Nikel 
Mickey David @ Retrievers 
Drifters @ Champs 
Jive Soul @ Dingus 
Friday 
Silly with Willy @ Woodin Nikel 
Saturday 
Drink-n-Drown @ Woodin Nikel 
Kismick@ Champs 
Bike Day @ Apex 
10. HE: I'm a photographer. I've 
been looking for a face like yours! 
SHE: I'm a plastic surgeon. I too 
have been looking for a face like 
yours! 
9. HE: Can I get your name ? 
SHE: Why, don't you already have 
one? 
8. HE: May I have the pleasure of 
dancing with you? 
SHE: Sorry, but I'd like to have 
some pleasure too! 
7. HE: How is that you are so 
beautiful? 
SHE: Well, I must have been given 
your share! 
6. HE: Is it hot here or is it just you? 
SHE: It's hot. 
5. HE: Shall we go & see a film? 
SHE: I've already seen it! 
4. HE: I think, I'd make you very 
happy! 
SHE:Whyareyou leaving? 
3. HE: Your face must turn a few 
heads! 
SHE: And your's must turn a few 
stomachs. 
2. HE: I'd go to the ends of the 
world for you! 
SHE: OK, but promise me that you 
wouldn't return 
1. HE: Will you go out with me this 
Saturday ? 
SHE: Sorry, I'm having a headache 
this weekend! 
Top Ten Movies 
(04/04/04) 
1. Hellboy 
2. Walking Tall 
3. Scooby-Doo 2: Monsters 
Unlesashed 
4. Home on the Range 
5. The Prince & Me 
6. The Passion of The Christ 
7. The Ladykillers 
8. Jersey Girl 
9. Dawn of the Dead 
10. Eternal Sunshine of the 
Spotless Mind 
Top Ten DVD & Video Rentals 
(04/10/04) 
1. Mona Lisa Smile 
2. Dr.Seuss'CatlnTheHat 
3. School of Rock 
4. Missing 
5. Cold Creek Manor 
6. Matchstik Men 
7. Runaway Jury 
8. Duplex 
9. 21 Grams 
10. Good Boy 
Top Ten Albums 
(04/10/04) 
1. Usher-Confessions 
2. Various Artists-Now 15 
3. Guns N'Roses-Greatest Hits 
4. Carl Thomas-Let's Talk About It 
5. Norah Jones-Feels Like Home 
6. N*E*R*D-FlyorDie 
7. Evanescence-Fallen 
8. KanyeWest-The College 
Dropout 
9. Jessica Simpson-ln This Skin 
10. Kenny Chesney-When The Sun 
Goes Down 
Top Ten Singles 
(04/10/04) 
1. Yeah!~Usher 
2. One Call Away-Chingy 
3. Tipsy-J-Kwon 
4. I Don't Wanna Know-Mario 
Winans 
5. Dirt Off Your Shoulde-Jay-Z 
6. This Love~Maroon5 
7. My Immortal-Evanescence 
8. Hotel-Cassidy 
9. Splash Waterfalls-Ludacris 
10. Burn-Usher 
Top Selling DVDs 
(04/06/04) 
1. The Cat In the Hat 
2. Schlinder's List 
3. Kung Fu: The Complete First 
Season 
4. 21 Grams 
5. TheVillian 
6. Black Hawk Down 
7. Honey 
8. Original Sin 
9. The Fog of War 
10. Shiri 
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Spring Special: 4 for 3 
Bring your favorite foursome and pay for only three. 
Not valid with other discounts. 
Cart rental and tee times required. 
Play golf the way it was meant to be played... 
no crowds, no houses, no noise! 
Brazelrs Creek 
AT GORDONIA-ALATAMAHA 
Located in Reidsville • (912) 557-7745 
Win Free Golf at www.GolfGeorgia.org 
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A teen comedy for a new generation 
By Adam Brady 
that_guy@stouthouse.org 
If the next generation of high 
school graduates were desperately 
searching for a movie to define them- 
selves like "American Pie" did for the 
current generation of college co-eds, 
"The Girl Next Door" could easily fill 
the need. 
Starring Elisha Cuthbert andEmile 
Hirsch,"Girl" takes audiences through 
the life of a high school senior on his 
way out to bigger and better things at 
Georgetown University. 
Matthew Kidman (Hirsch) plays 
out the life of the promising but mun- 
dane honor student who, following a 
montage of what other students will 
remember about their experiences in 
high school, decides he has nothing to 
recollect. His situation changes when 
the stunning Danielle (Cuthbert) 
moves in next door. 
What follows is a roller coaster ride 
of love, pornography, betrayal and an 
ecstasy-induced speech on morality 
not worth missing. 
The story itself may seem a bit 
jaded to those connoisseurs who have 
enjoyed quirkyteenage romances like 
"Road Trip." But the engaging acting, 
quick and clean camera style and 
plot turns will keep even the most 
intuitive and expert buffs engaged 
and questioning "what can possibly 
happen next?" 
The trailer sells the movie short 
as nothing more than a simple teen 
romantic comedy, or a coming of 
age flick. But in reality, "The Girl 
Next Door" goes much deeper than 
simply "teeny-bopper" love. 
Hirsch gives his all to be the boy in 
love, and goes beyond the boundaries 
of the film to convince audiences of 
his truly deep and passionate love for 
Cuthbert, the girl next door. The trans- 
formation from mundane honor stu- 
dent to life-learned graduate doesn't 
occur all at once, and Hirsch paces 
the changes in his performance leav- 
ing the audience without questions 
after his conversion. Cuthbert allows 
her character to evolve as well, going 
from a tough and tumble bad girl to 
a loving girlfriend. 
Not since Jennifer Jason Leigh's 
performance in "Fast Times at Ridge- 
mont High" has a female role involved 
so much change through only an hour 
and a half of film. Cuthbert has a gift 
for showing affection and sensuality 
on camera, and the limo love scene 
towards the end of the movie proves it. 
PR Photo 
20th Century Fox's new release 
The Girl Next Door' displays teen 
angst mid the backdrop of high 
school graduation. 
She is not the next Tara Reid, but she is 
the model in a newschool of stunning 
females in movies that are not afraid 
to show true and raw emotion. 
"The Girl Next Door" is a great 
movie to take your girlfriend, your 
blind date and believe it or not, 
the boys too. It serves in all three 
capacities. 
Hellboy takes top box office over the weekend 
By John Harris 
johnh@hiddenglade.com 
It was my turn to play comic geek, 
sitting in Mugs & Movies watching 
"Hellboy." At last, I am able to join 
the club of people arguing about 
whether Wolverine looked right, or 
whether Magneto can control the 
iron in blood corpuscles, or other 
such trivia. 
For while I've been spared reading 
"League of Extraordinary Gentlemen," 
"X-Men," "Spider-Man," "Batman" or 
even "Superman," I have read a com- 
pilation of the first "Hellboy" series, 
Seed of Destruction, upon which this 
film was loosely based. 
I still have it even, it being left in my 
possession when a friend moved away 
to Texas, thus making it mine defacto. 
I'm not what you'd call a fan, but I liked 
what I saw. It had a nice,"Lovecraftian" 
tone, with a decrepit old house and 
even more decrepit old family who 
are wholly absent from this film, and 
an extremely likeable protagonist in 
"Hellboy" himself. 
I mean, here we have a story that 
tells us even a demon, brought up the 
right away, can be a basically decent 
guy. (A weirdo might take that as an 
argument for environment over genet- 
ics. A weirdo like me.) His weary, work- 
ing-stifftone just carried thecomics.or 
at least the ones I read, in my opinion. 
Not unkind, incredibly tough but gets 
all the hard knocks because of it, but 
with a sense of humor about it. Not 
immune to pain. The movie didn't get 
that tone exactly right, but it's close 
enough in my opinion. 
This film could have ruined the 
story. (You're thinking to yourself 
right now, could have, that means it 
didn't? And you'd be right, but shut up 
and read the rest of the review anyway.) 
They changed some important bits in 
the obligatory origin prologue, and the 
story itself hangs on to the original in 
only a referential fashion. 
The film works, however, because 
the character of Hellboy, despite some 
minor changes (he seems a little more 
cocky to have a tiny bit more attitude 
here), is ultimately the same. It was 
kind of like a serious, smarter version 
of "The Tick." 
There's a scene from the trailer, 
maybe you remember it, in which 
Hellboy is falling down a long shaft 
fighting a monster. Since the shaft is 
constantly moving, and the completely 
CGI monster and Hellboy are engaged 
in a full-on brawl, we can assume the 
scene was created entirely in a com- 
puter, and looks it. "Computer-assisted 
masturbation," I like to call it. There's a 
lot of it in action film these days. 
What the trailer didn't reveal is 
that, in the actual movie, Hellboy is 
cursing out his opponent as they fight 
and fall. That is what I mean 
by "character." 
That's the important 
element of the film, that we 
never lose track of the fact 
that Hellboy, while very 
tough, is vulnerable, a hell 
of a lot more vulnerable, at 
least, than X-Men tend to 
be, or Batman, people who 
tend to get hurt only when 
the story demands it. While 
Hellboy, despite being inhu- 
man.is engagingly vulnerable. 
Vulnerable and likeable. Hike 
that in a character. 
There's one scene where 
"Hellboy" and a kid are spy- 
ing on H.B.'s love interest (yes, 
he has one) and a suitor from 
the top of a building. 
To watch his playful pet- 
tiness, tossing a pebble at the 
poor dop e from the fifth story, 
with the kid complementing 
him on his throw... there's 
certain Tightness there, a realism to 
the character despite the comic-book 
premise: 
Anyway, that's why I'm giving 
"Hellboy" three stars, not because of 
heroic exploits against mad sorcer- 
ers attempting to destroy the world, 
but because of tossing rocks at guys 
from buildings. And complementing 
a co-worker on his hair implants. And 
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Internet Photo 
'The Passion of the Christ' falls to the No. 
5 position, as 'Hellboy' reigns surpreme at 
the box office in the No. 1 spot. 
liking-cats, that's cool. 
Most action films have worlds that 
are basically about Good Guys, who 
either literally have super powers or are 
skilled enough in combat to effectively 
have them, and Bad Guys, who are the 
same. Hellboys world contains kitten- 
saving and hair implants, and despite 
the absence of the "Lovecraftian" ele- 
ments of the original series, that's good 
enough for me. Thumbs up. 
WEEKEND BOX OFFICE PREVIEW 
Alamo 
The greatest American battle for 
independence is brought to life in 
the new Touchstone Pictures re- 
lease/The Alamo." Starring Dennis 
Quad, Billy BobThorton and Patrick 
Winston, thefilm explores the leg- 
end of this historical battle. 
PG-13 
Anne Hathaway from "The Princess 
Diaries" stars in this tale of a young | 
woman who has been given a 
magical gift. Ella (Hathaway) must 
outwit many fairy tale characters to | 
obtain her birthright. 
PG 
Ella Enchanted 
The Whole Ten Yards 
Bruce Willis and Matthew Per- 
ry are back in the outrageous 
sequel to the wildly popular 
"The Whole Nine Yards." This 
time around Jimmy "The Tulip" ] 
and Oz are on the run from 
Lazlo, the brother Yanni, the 
villian of the last film. 
PG13 
Johnson Family Vacation 
When the annual fam- 
ily reunion comes around, 
Nate Johnson (Cedrick the 
Entertainer) and his fam- 
ily embark on a road trip. 
What ensues is choas as the 
family, including Vanessa 
L. Williams, Bow-Wow, and 
Solange Knowles, can't seem 
to get along. 
PG-13 
New on DVD 
04/13/04 
ASfa on of Mass Media 
1' '91 
day April, 9 2004 
7:00 p,m.- 9:00 p.m. 
"ery 303 ' I ft i, 
"Something new. Something different 
it's Q good thing!' -Scot Long 
El 
Subsidiary of Berkshire Hathaway 
Ranked 1sl in Property & Casualty Insurance and 2rd overall in 2004 among all US 
Companies in Fortune's Most Admired Companies 
Attention May 2004 Graduates 
If you are interested in an accelerated path to management, The 
Professional Development Program is for you! GEICO is one of 
the nation's largest and fastest growing property and casualty 
insurance companies. We need someone like you to take advantage 
of all the opportunities we have to offer. 
/College Degree Required (you may apply now though) 
/$30,000 Starting Salary 
/Advancement Opportunities 
/Profit Sharing/Life, Health & Dental Insurance 
Apply on-line at www.geico.com 
Questions? Contact us:    E-mail Mqueen@geico.com 
Phone 1-800-841-9160x5549 
4295 Ocmulgee E Blvd 
Macon GA 31295 
EOE 
/ TWO LOCATIONS 
■^.   Statesboro Mall    Main Street Village 
764-6924 871-4962 
^Columbia 
V  SportswearCompany® 
NOW LEASING FOR FALL 
2 Bedroom/1 Bath Duplex 
2 Bedroom/2 Bath • 1 Bedroom/1 Bath 
Some units available for earlier occupancy. 
Owner 
764-3697 
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Crossword 
ACROSS 
1 Pocketbooks 
5 Those other 
guys 
9 Confronted 
directly 
14 Baddie of lore 
15 Dynamic or 
space lead-in 
16 All by oneself 
17 Saharan 
18 Court action 
19 Hollow forms 
20 Colonize again 
22 Nourishment 
23 Motor City 
24 Fluffy baked 
dish 
27 Educates 
29 Tease 
30 Artifices 
34 Silent 
agreement 
35 Drawn-out 
36 Burden 
37 Looks over 
quickly 
39 As soon as 
40 Priests' robes 
41 Mai cocklail 
42 Renowned 
43 Lacking 
brightness 
44 Fellow traveler 
47 Foot grip 
49 Moody meditator 
54 Horn honk 
55 Happen at the 
same time 
56 Old Nick 
58 Give the cold 
shoulder to 
59 Work units 
60 Rub out 
61 Combat vehicle 
62 "A Death in the 
Family" author 
63 Lash marks 
64 Common 
conjunctions 
65 Cozy retreat 
DOWN 
1 Plank 
2 Concur 
3 Ground grain 
4 Passover feast 
5 Artful maneuver 
6 Well-being 
1 2 3 ■■■ 
i 
6 fi 7 3 
22 
9 10 11 1? 13 
14 5 
" 
17 ■ ■ . 20 21 ■ 
26 
m 
23 
35 
25 26- ■ " 
42 
29 
30 31 ■■iZ 33 
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36 37 36 
45 46 
33 
40 41 
50 
43 44 
55 
47 48 49 5! 62 S3 
54 
56 1 56 67 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 
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7 Scottish Gaelic 
8 A Stooge 
9 Renowned 
10 High and mighty 
11 Weather 
boundary 
12 Remnant 
13 Plaines. IL 
21 Chuck 
22 Throws in one's 
cards 
24 Before long 
25 Cyclist 
Armstrong 
26 on (incited) 
28 Where lovers 
walk? 
30 Thoroughfares 
31 Not illuminated 
32 Presentation for 
approval 
33 Double curve 
35 London lav. 
37 Nero Wolfe's 
creator 
38 Bivouac 
42 Light gas 
44 Old hags 
Solutions 
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a a ! 0 N 1 0 0 i 0 o 1 
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3 0 N 0 s N V 0 s s n N 0 
0 N 0 1 a 0 N ■ S   3 s n a 
0 V a S i 0 0 H 0 s 
3 1 3 3 n 0 s i 1 0 a J. 3 Q 
a 0 0 JHJ 3 1 I I 3 s 3 a 
S a i 0 w 3 S V o s Q 1 a V 3 N 0 1 V 0 a 3 v 3 a 0 0 a 3 0 V d H 3 H 1 S 9 V a 
45 Occur in great 
numbers 
46 Imbibes 
48 Facetious tribute 
50 Vast expanse 
51 Funeral song 
52 Advantages 
53 Return to 
defaults 
55 Biggers' 
detective 
56 Stitch 
57 Exist 
58 Rwy. stop 
Covering the Campus 
Like a Swarm of Gnats 
but intimate with few, 
and let those few be 
well tried before you 
give them your con- 
fidence. True friend- 
ship is a plant of slow 
grow, and must un- 
dergo and withstand 
the shocks of adversity 
before it is entitled to 
the appellation." 
'George Washington 
10 G-A Action Ads 
D STUDENTS BEWARE 
lATTENTION - The George-Anne screens 
■all advertisements prior to publication. 
|The newspaper strives to accept ads for 
■ legitimate products and services only. 
[Students are urged to exercise caution 
Iwhen replying to ads — particularly those 
Iwhich require a credit card number, other 
I personal information, or money in advance of 
Ithedelivery of a product or service. Students 
I are also urged to report to the newspaper 
I any suspicious offers which they might see 
I in an ad. Remember, if an offer seems too 
I good to be true, it probably is. 
FREEBIE INFO ALL FREE 
I student and faculty ads to be run in 
I the George-Anne must have a NAME, 
P.O. BOX and PHONE NUMBER. Ads 
I will be rejected if they do not have this 
information. NO EXCEPTIONS. 
STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS: The 
I George-Anne is the official student 
I newspaper of Georgia Southern University, 
owned and operated by GSU students and 
I utilizing the facilities provided by GSU. 
I The newspaper is the oldest continuously 
I d in Bulloch County and Statesboro, Ga. 
The ideas expressed herein are those 
of the editor or the individual authors 
and do not necessarily represent the 
views of the Student Media Committee, 
the administration, the faculty and staff 
of Georgia Southern University, or the 
University System of Georgia. The George- 
Anne is published three times weekly during 
the academic year and five times during 
summers. Any questions regarding content 
should be directed to the editor at by phone 
at 912/681-5246 or fax at 912/486-7113. 
Readers may also send electronic messages 
to the newspaper staff by visiting our web 
site at http://www.stp.gasou.edu. 
OFFICES, MAIL, PHONES: Room 2023, F. 
I. Williams Center. The George-Anne, P.O. 
Box 8001, Georgia Southern University, 
Statesboro, Ga. 30460. 912/681-5246 
(News) or 912/618-5418 (Advertising) or 
912/486-7113 (Fax) 
ADVERTISING INFORMATION 
The George-Anne reserves the right to refuse 
any advertisement. 
DISPLAY AD DEADLINE: The deadline for 
reserving space and submitting advertising 
copy is Noon, one week priorto the intended 
publication date. 
For more information, rate cards, sample 
publications, contact: David Brennaman, 
Advertising Director, ADS, (912)681-5418; 
or Bill Neville, Student Media Coordinator, 
(912)681-0069. 
PROOFING/ERRORS/OMISSIONS: 
The newspaper makes every reasonable 
effort to present correct and complete 
information in advertisements. However, 
the advertiser is responsible for proofing 
the ad upon publication and should notify 
the newspaper immediately in the event of an 
error. The newspaper is not responsible for 
any errors in advertisements and its liability 
for adjustments is limited to the amount of 
space the error occupied in the ad. Further, 
the newspaper is not responsible for any 
damages caused due to an ad's omission 
from a particular edition and its responsibility 
solely is to reschedule the ad in the next 
regular edition at the regular advertising 
rates. 
CLASSIFIED ADS: Free classified ads 
from students, faculty and staff must be 
non-commercial in nature and submitted in 
writing, with the name of the sender, local 
address, and phone number. No free ads 
taken via telephone-at this price we don't 
take dictation. One free ad per person per 
week. Commercial classified are 20 cents 
per word with a $4 minimum per insertion. 
Tearsheets are $2 extra per insertion. 
CIRCULATION INFORMATION: Mail 
subscriptions are not availabel at this time. 
However, readers may visit our web site 
for free access to current and past issues. 
Visit www.stp.gasou.edu. It is the goal of 
the newspaper to have its edition placed 
on-line within 24 hours of publication. 
Breaking news will be placed on-line as 
warranted. The George-Anne is distributed 
Mystic Stars: weekly horosc 
KRT Campus 
April 12-18, 2004 
Aries (March 21-April 20). Over the next few days, 
friends and lovers may react strongly to new opinions or 
social changes. Group expectations and romantic passions 
are high before midweek. Take extra time to explain last- 
minute cancellations and long-term intentions. Tuesday 
through Friday, business restrictions will be temporarily 
lifted. Pay special attention to minor financial details or re- 
vised payment schedules. Late Sunday, contact a distant or 
forgotten friend. Your emotional support is needed. 
Taurus (April 21-May 20). Financial facts, permissions 
or paperwork are vital to the success of business ventures. 
Before Thursday, carefully research new ideas and check 
sources for misinformation. At present, workplace partner- 
ships and complex projects will benefit from cautious plan- 
ning and a relentless commitment to small details. Friday 
through Sunday, loved ones may ask for added private 
time. Contemplation and rest will have a strong appeal. 
Enjoy quiet, cozy moments in the home. 
Gemini (May 21-June 21). Before midweek, new 
romantic proposals are passionate but unreliable. Enjoy 
compliments from potential lovers but wait for valid prom- 
ises, public displays of affection or firm commitments. Love 
affairs and sensuality will be ongoing distractions. Remain 
determined and respond quickly to sudden reversals. 
Thursday through Saturday, financial delays are unavoid- 
able. Clarify expectations and finalize all legal definitions. 
Authority figures may be moody or unresponsive. 
Cancer (June 22-July 22). Love relationships will 
challenge your need for privacy. Someone close may wish 
to bring greater spontaneity into his or her lives. Creativity, 
romantic expression and group behavior may be key is- 
sues. Welcome all social changes. Before June, emotional 
progress will be fast and rewarding. Wednesday through 
Saturday, older relatives may be unusually confrontational. 
Take none of it personally. At present, deep feelings of loss 
or doubt may require special attention. 
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22). Family decisions are unnec- 
essary over the next few days. Although loved ones may 
press for quick home revisions; this is not the right time for 
newly established routines or heated group discussions. 
Encourage patience and opt for light social encounters. 
Close relatives will soon follow your example. Thursday 
through Saturday, business officials may offer misinforma- 
tion or vague instructions. If so, remain silent but expect 
complex workplace changes before mid-June. 
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). Social habits and repeated 
emotional patterns are sources of private tension. Group 
free of charge on the Georgia Southern 
University campus through delivery sites 
located in campus buildings, at off-campus 
sites, and in residence halls. 
NOTICE: Readers may pick up one 
free copy, and a second for a roommate 
or acquaintance, at distribution sites. 
Additional copies are 35 cents each and are 
available at the Williams Center. However, 
unauthorized removal of additional copies 
from a distribution site constitutes theft 
under Georgia law, a misdemeanor offense 
punishable by a fine and/or jail time. Editors 
will seek to have any person(s) who removes 
more than the authorized number of copies 
from distribution sites prosecuted to the full 
extent of the law. 
NOTE: We gratefully acknowledge the theft 
of our slogan - "Liked by Many, Cussed 
by Some, Read by them AM" - from Robert 
Williams of the Blackshear Times. Call Bob 
and he can tell you who he stole it from 
originally. 
activities may provide the needed relief. Plan outdoor 
events or explore new forms of entertainment. Over the 
next few days, loved ones will adopt renewed optimism 
and challenge unproductive behaviors. Go slow and wait for 
obvious signals. After Friday, vitality returns. Expect minor 
ailments of the lower abdomen, stomach or digestion to 
steadily fade. 
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 23). Listen closely to the social 
needs and family expectations of loved ones. Over the next 
eight days, a long-term friend or relative may require added 
group support. Areas affected involve addictive behaviors, 
complicated relationships or unusual power struggles 
between friends. Stay focused and offer sincere opinions. 
Your guidance may prove invaluable. After Thursday, ask 
key officials for special permissions. Added skills, education 
and job promotions will soon be top priorities. 
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 22). Romantic partners may 
demand increased access to private family decisions. Com- 
munity involvement and group awareness are key concerns 
for loved ones. Encourage a fresh perspective. Important 
relationships will eventually require dramatic emotional 
growth and serious choices. Wednesday through Saturday 
also highlight new communications between colleagues. 
Revised job roles may create minor tensions. Remain at- 
tentive to group politics. 
Sagittarius (Nov. 23-Dec. 21). Younger relatives may 
be temperamental or quick to anger. Don't be derailed. Over 
the next few days, close friends and family members will 
need extra time to explore a fresh social perspective or new 
family behaviors. Provide optimism and reassurance. Calm 
home relations will soon be re-established. After Thursday, 
a minor flirtation may quickly become passionate. Avoid 
social triangles, if possible, and respond honestly to unusual 
group announcements. 
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20). Friendly or innocent 
flirtations deepen. Over the next eight days, expect rare 
complications between business partners or long-term 
friends. Although new attractions are rewarding, minor 
delays concerning dates, times or romantic promises may 
still be bothersome. Wait for an obvious display of public 
affection before taking emotional risks. Your patience will 
prove worthwhile. Late Saturday, home relations may be 
strained. Go slow and ask subtle questions. 
Aquarius (Jan. 21-Feb. 19). Someone close may re- 
veal a powerful need for social or romantic change. Before 
midweek, boredom, emotional withdrawal and long-term 
doubt may need to be publicly addressed. Loved ones 
need your continuing support. Offer constructive ideas and 
watch for steady changes. Wednesday through Saturday, 
romantic attraction is difficult to resist. Vivid dreams, sud- 
den invitations or passionate overtures are accented. Trust 
your first impressions. 
Pisces (Feb. 20-March 20). Important business deci- 
sions are best avoided over the next eight days. Authority 
figures may feel briefly threatened by public announce- 
ments, probing questions or changing routines. Remain 
cautious, but respond quickly to valid opportunities for can- 
did discussions. Your suggestions and needs will eventually 
be taken seriously. Thursday through Sunday, romantic and 
social planning may be difficult. Expect lover or long-term 
friends to avoid new commitments. 
If your birthday is this week... Almost 14 months 
of slow business progress and social indifference is now 
ending. Over the next three to four weeks, friends, rela- 
tives and close colleagues may ask to participate more 
fully in your personal life. Welcome all such changes and 
expect expanding social involvement over the next eight 
months. Some Aries natives, especially those born priorto 
1978, will also encounter a remarkable romantic attraction 
before the end of July. If so, expect marital proposals or 
new lifestyle decisions to arrive throughout the summer 
months. Emotional, romantic and spiritual progress is no 
longer blocked. Make sure loved ones understand your 
decisions and appreciate your unique talents. 
20 Announcements 
GET $50 worth of food for $25! Call Food 
Source for info, and menu. Call Victoria at 
681-0010. 
HAVE A special friend or significant other 
with an upcoming birthday? Show your love 
by announcing to the world that it's their 
birthday! Place an ad in the G-A today. 
KICKOFF PARTY: Catered by HRM 
students. Kennedy Dorm Multipurpose 
room, April 8, 2004. 5:30-7:30 pm. Cost: 
TBA. For more info and tickets, contact 
Chris at 912-481-1097. 
GROWN-UP Easter baskets valued up 
to $380 are $2 each! To benefit Bulloch 
Homeless Shelter Program. Drawing April 
10 at Hen House in Mall. Call for info. 
681-0010. 
WIN A $100 tattoo and $50 body piercing. 
Helpthe Bulloch Homeless Shelter Program. 
Donation $2, drawing April 10, Russell Union 
room 2022. Call 681-0010. 
FEELING SAD blue because no one attends 
your club meetings? Put an announcement 
in The George-Anne classified section and 
fill those empty seats! Just Rip Us Off, it's 
free! 
40 Autos for Sale 
1994 DODGE Shadow. White, good 
condition, 96k miles. Runs smoothly, 
new tires, auto. $1000 obo. Please call 
764-7156. 
1991 TOYOTA Camry, automatic, 4-door, 
power windows, power doors, AM/FM 
cassette. Great buy, price reduced to $1000. 
Call 531-1473 or 681-5888. 
1990 MAZDA 626, automatic, 4-door, 
power windows, power doors, cruise 
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That's right - you heard right. Rip us off. Get something for nothing. Say hello to a   ! 
friend. Find a roommate. Get a job. Find a home for a litter of kittens. Buy a wombat.   \ 
Or sell your Beamer (right, like you expect us to believe that you - and not your folks   | 
- actually have the title to that BMW). Regardless of your purpose (or even if you 
are a congenital liar like the Beamer owner), Georgia's liveliest classified ad section   ! 
is for you. Students, faculty and staff can have their 20-word action ads published   I 
for nothing (non-commercial listings only, please). Fill out the little rectangles below,   | 
and send your ad to G-A Action Ads, POB 8001, GSU or drop them by our offices in 
the Williams Center, Room 2023. You MUST include your name and P.O. Box   I 
number to qualify for a freebie. Remember, keep it short: students, faculty and   ! 
staff must pay 200 per words for those which exceed the 20-word limit. And, please   | 
- no telephone calls... at this price we don't take dictation.                                       ; 
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control, AM/FM Cassette, sun roof. Great 
buy, price reduced to $1000. Call 531 -1473 
or 681-5888. 
JUST GOT a new car, need to sell your old 
one? Place and ad inTheGeorge-Anneand 
15,000 people are going to read about it. 
l^juJ«> .keV\<erfVel^sr.c»i>\ 
air 50 Auto Parts, Rep 
JEEP WHEELS, aluminum tri's, 15x10, 
4.5x5 bolt pattern, also fits Toyota, set of 
four, $4150. Call Harvey 681-1105. 
55 Books - Swap or Sefl" 
NEED TO sell old books? Buy new ones? 
Place an ad in The George-Anne and take 
care of the book situation. Stop by the 
Williams Center, room 2023 for details. 
60 Business Opportunities 
SPECIAL REMINDER: time spent at the 
career center is inversely proportionate to the 
time spent living in your parent's basement. 
To learn more, call 681-5197 today! 
70 Child Care 
NEED A babysitter? Place an ad in The 
George-Anne classified section, and we 
promise, one of the 16,000 students on 
this campus will respond. 
DllHliKfcD   1_W I IIS   by Stan Waling 
75 Churches 
DOES YOUR church have student services 
or meetings? Place an ad in The George- 
Anne and new members might join. 
90 Education 
FUN & STUFF Visit our Web site for list of 
things to do that are educational and fun. On- 
line at http://www.stp.gasou.edu/funstuff/ 
120 Furniture & Appliances 
ANTIQUE STUDENT desk. White, four 
drawers. Some wear, but great for college. 
You transport. $30 obo. Call Eileen at 
681-8178. 
BED FOR sale. Full size mattress, boxspring, 
and frame. In good shape, $200. Call Corey 
at 681-2654. 
GREAT DEALS: Full size bed-$70; 
dining table—$60; computer desk—$50; 
Aiwa stereo—$60; stereo stand—$15. 
Call Darren 681-7014. 
FOR SALE: portable Maytag dishwasher, 
small apartment refrigerator with freezer. 
$75.00 each. Call 865-4037, if no answer, 
leave a message. 
SMALL FRIDGE/FREEZER,  great for 
dorms or extra space. Excellent condition. 
You transport. $75 obo. Call Eileen at 
681-8178. 
^^J4CnjefjgVantecr^~ 
Make Money taking Online Surveys. 
Earn $10-$125 for Surveys. Earn 
$25-$250 for Focus Groups. Visit 
www.cash4students.com/geosou 
BARTENDER TRAINEES Needed 
$250 a day potential 
Local Positions 
1-800-293-3985 ext. 312 
AMERICA READS needs your help!    If 
you enjoy helping children and are work- 
study eligible, please call Mary Woods in 
the Educational Opportunities Program 
for details. 
SUMMER INTERNSHIP - Excellent 
Advertising, Sales and Marketing 
opportunity. Earn $3000 to $7000 ++ and 
gain valuable business experience working 
for the Official Campus Telephone Directory. 
GREAT RESUME BOOSTER! Call Kiersten 
atAroundCampus, Inc. 1 800-466-2221 ext 
272. www.aroundcampus.com 
<• 
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SUMMER INTERNSHIP 
Excellent advertising, sales, and marketing 
opportunity. Earn $3000 to $7000+and gain 
valuable business experience working for 
the Georgia Southern Official Campus 
Telephone Directories. GREAT RESUME 
BOOSTER! Positions available in Atlanta, 
Macon, and Statesboro. Call Kiersten at 
AroundCampus, Inc. 1-800-466-2221 ext. 
272 www.aroundcampus.com. 
150 Lost & Found 
CELL PHONE found in Carroll Building on 
H 3/25. Call 688-3151 to claim it. 
KEYS FOUND in the Williams Center. Claim 
them at the Student Media Office. 
BRACELET FOUND at Lakeside. Call Eric 
!• at 688-2037 to claim. 
LOSE SOMETHING? Find it by placing an 
ad in The G-A today. 
LOST—yellow Cockatiel with gray feathers 
,» on back. Flew the coop near Willow Bend 
Apts. Please call if sighted or caught. Bird 
is friendly. Call 681-9637. 
LOST ENGAGEMENT ring in the Hollis 
women's bathroom around noon on March 
] 3. 2004. Reward if found. Call Desiree at 
912-541-4445. 
J_60 Miscellaneous for Sale" 
B NEEDTOsellsomething...anything? Putitin 
The George-Anne's classified section. One 
man's trash is another man's treasure. 
POOL TABLE for sale. Includes 8 Ball 
rack, 9 Ball rack, two pool sticks. Excellent 
* condition. Selling everything for $600 firm. 
Call 912-541 -6110, ask for Black. 
200 Pets & Su pplies 
• 
[ DOG CAGE-24" x 24" x 36" metal cage 
with removable plastic bottom. $40. Call 
681-1105. 
AMERICAN PITBullTerrier puppies, ADBA 
registered. $350 shots, dewormed, papers 
included. Call today, 912-484-4676. 
_220 Rentals & Real Estate 
HOOD HAS HOUSES FOR LEASE IN AUGUST 
NO PETS. 24 HOUR REPAIRS. 764-6076 
ATTENTION STUDENTS: Please read Hood's 
Website: DIRTYBANKING.COM 
SUMMER SUBLEASE $250 a month, water 
and cable included along with furniture. 
Move in 1st of May or June. Comfortable one 
bedroom apartment across from campus. 
Call 92-681-8115. 
SUBLEASE MAY, June and July.2BR,$350 
total monthly rent. Call 912-681-2989, ask 
for Cory or Heather. 
2 SUBLEASES needed for summer, 05/08/ 
04-07/30/04. 2 bed, 2 bath, washer/dryer, 
free cable. Rent $350 plus utilities. Perfect 
for friends. Call 404-271-3336. 
2 SUBLEASES needed for summer! One 
bedroom with full bath. Rent is $256 plus 
utilities. Great house with great people 
needed. Call Stephen 541-2915. 
SUMMER SUBLEASE $405 month, all 
utilities and furniture included. Volleyball, 
pool, fitness center. Move in after May 10th. 
Rent for May NOT REQUIRED. Call Troy 
803-290-7143. 
2 BEDROOM, 2 Bath apartment for rent 
starting in May. Rent includes DSL Internet, 
Power, water, cable TV with HBO, security 
system. Large walk-in closets, washer/ 
dryer, back patio, pets allowed! Call 678- 
516-5939. 
SUMMER SUBLEASE needed May 
through August. Two bedroom, one bath 
for one person. $375 per month. Small 
pets welcome. 912-681-6773. 
NEED TO sublease your apartment? 
Advertise on Off-Campus Housing Office 
website. Sublease forms available in Russell 
Union 2022. 
SUBLEASER NEEDED for summer. 2 
bedroom, 2 bath, all inclusive. Park Place. 
Call 404-271-3336. 
APARTMENT FOR rent! $490/month, off 
University Place, duplex, 2 bedroom, 1 
bathroom! Large living room! Call 912-481- 
3481 or 912-4811421 for details! 
WANTED: SOMEONE to sublease Christian 
Campus Fellowship house cheap! Two 
blocks from campus. Call Marianne at 541 - 
3456 or email myratakus@yahoo.com. 
"LOOKING FOR a house to rent next 
year?" We have 5 houses located in 
Sherwood Forest and University Place 
available in August 2004. 
Call 912-690-2698 or visit 
www.wildoakinvestments.com for details. 
SUBLEASER NEEDED. ASAP until July. 2 
bedroom, 2bath. Rent $200!Aptvery close to 
campus. Please call 681-3819. Thanks. 
FOR RENT by owner. Stadium Walk or 
Park Place. Has washer and dryer. Small 
pets acceptable. $400 per month. 764-7528 
or 541-4885. 
6BR 5BATH available Aug. 1, nextto Holiday 
In Express — Loaded — no pets. 682-7468 
or 764-6076 
AVAILABLE FALL 2004: 3 br 2 bath 
refurbished house. Great location, walk 
to class and supermarket. $725.00 Call 
912-481-3644. 
SUMMER SUBLEASE $260 a month. 
Two bedroom and two bath, for the whole 
apartment. Washer and dryer included. Call 
678-570-2719. 
TIRED OF ROOMMATES? Want you own 
apartment? $265+ flexible leases — Quiet 
Environment. Also, 2 + 3 BR Houses 
recently renovated. Call Parker Realty at 
764-5623. 
SHERWOOD FOREST, duplex sublease, 
$250/month + utilities, pet friendly. Please 
call Sami @ 681-2905 or 770-715-8300. 
TIRED OF roommates? Sublease one 
bedroom apartment for June and July, May 
if needed. Tell those roommates goodbye! 
Rent $325 with water included. Contact 
Teresa at 478-320-7753. 
230 Roommates 
SUBLEASE SUMMER at Campus Club. 
$415 a month includes utilities, best pool, 
volleyball and basketball facilities. Move in 
May 1. Call Holly at 404-934-5340. 
SUBLEASE SUMMER 2004at Players Club. 
$240 per month. May through August. Move 
in May 1. Call 678-591-3138. 
STILL TRYING to figure out a way to fill 
that empty bedroom? Place an ad in The 
George-Anne and find a roommate in no 
time. 
2 FEMALE roommates needed to stay in 
Garden District Townhouse. $325/month 
plus 1/3 utilities. Call Kiwana at 688-3379. 
SUMMER SUBLEASE needed! Two rooms 
available in a great house. Rent is $256 plus 
utilities. Call Stephen at 541-2915. 
2 FEMALES need male/female roommate 
for a house, $210.00 + utilities, pet friendly! 
Available August 1. Call 541-6151 or 541- 
0521. 
MALE SUBLEASE needed—Campus Club, 
all-inclusive. May, June, July. Will sacrifice 
for $300 month. Call 404-543-7740. 
SOMEONE NEEDED to take over Southern 
Courtyard contract, will pay you to take over 
lease. Call Melissa @ 690-2569. 
ROOMMATE NEEDED. Park Place to take 
over lease starting May 2004.3br/2ba, $215/ 
month, 1/3 utilities. Please call Tan at 229- 
291-0208 or Candis at 706-589-1241. 
BEDROOM AVAILABLE in furnished 3 
bedroom apartment. $300/month + 1/3 
utilities. Call Angie 423-653-4780. 
NEED A roommate? Advertise on Off- 
Campus Housing Website. Roommate forms 
available in Russell Union 2022. 
$208.00 MONTHLY RENT! Summer 
sublease available in 3 bedroom house, 
off campus. Rent + 1/3 utilities. Call 764- 
3121 for more information. 
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted. Room 
available May 1. House is off campus. 
$325/month. Includes utilities. Call Angie 
690-2495. 
SUBLEASE NEEDED. Garden District, 
great roommates, bedroom with private 
bath. $295/month. May through Ailgust. 
Call Leslie 871-3851. 
APARTMENT IN Southern Courtyard, 
available summer term. Kitchen, living 
room, bathroom, laundry room. Fully 
furnished. Computer lab and game room 
on site. Call Danielle at 912-541-2285 for 
information. 
MALE/FEMALE ROOMMATE needed for 
3 bed/2 bath. Washer/dryer. 11 W. Grady 
Street. $800plus utilities, 3ways. Call Alston 
912-230-3166 or Andrew 478-390-2730 for 
information. 
SEEKING ROOMMATE. Five bedroom 
house needs one more person for fall 
semester. For details, call 489-6097. Rent 
is cheap. 
APARTMENT AVAILABLE for sublease 
May 3 through July 25 at the Woodlands. 
All utilities included, furnished kitchen and 
den. Call Victoria 489-1675. 
SUMMER SUBLEASE: Statesboro Place, 
utilities included, private bath/bedroom. 
Cable, furnished, W/D, $335/mo. Available 
immediately. Fall renewal optional. Call 
843-345-7914. 
240 Services 
HAVE YOU applied for credit, 
and been turned down? 
We provide credit consolidation, We 
Offer fast approvals, NO FEES, Low 
Interest rates. Good/Bad Credit 
and Bankruptcy. 
Contact us at 1-866-239-2161 
ADOPTApetandsavealife. BullochCounty 
Animal Shelter, visit301 North Statesboro or 
www.adoptionfairy@petfinder.com. 
260 Stereo & Sounds 
IMPP 12'S. Two Pioneer IMPP 12's in box. 
$400 obo. 450 watts each. Call Neal 912- 
398-2717. 
SELLING A set of JL audio 10's in the box 
with amp. Asking $100.00, call Michael 
678-467-4568. 
SUBWOOFER BOX that holds three 12" 
subwoofers. Very good box. $65. Call Corey 
at 681-2654. 
290 Travel 
FUN & STUFF VisitourWeb 
site for list of places to visit and things to 
do that are both educational and fun. On- 
line at http://www.stp.gasou.edu/ 
funstuff/ 
305 Volunteers 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED at the Bulloch 
County Animal Shelter, www.adoptionfair 
y@petfinder.com. 
^OU'Rft   DONe   W'rTH  7WAT,  CoMe 
Give SOUR Howey- 
8UNCH  A   Nfce 
FOOT  RUBJ 
Bob was secure in his emasculinity. 
310 Wanted 
MODELS FOR calendar. Sports Illustrated 
type bathing suit models needed. Call 912- 
232-9960 or email hlogan1863@aol.com. 
Provide name, phone #, height/size, 
availability info. Check website www.hunt 
erphotography.com. 
"The secret of our lasting marriage can be found in 
Sun Tzu's The Art of War': 'Keep your friends 
close and yo.ur enemies closer.'" 
XX 
Congratulates the 
new Spring 2004 
Initiates 
James Daniel Brogdon, Jr. 
Lues Blake Garwood 
Kyle Joseph Manning 
Jonathan Chase McDill 
Jordan Murray Mizelle 
Preston Steve Pope 
Vicktor Allen Tollison 
William Jones Tollison, Jr. 
Judson Daniel Turner 
Thomas Blake Young 
Jonathan Blakely Wilson 
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An Interview with 
»♦ 
♦• 
* » 
Part I in a two part- 
series. 
DJFox f.£ 
tawvgs@yahoo.com 
Since their inception, Fear Factory 
has slowly grown a name for them- 
selves with their hard-hitting rhythmic 
metal and relentless touring. Despite 
a roadblock in 2002 in the form of a 
break-up, the band reunited to continue 
their legacy as one of the forerunners 
of the underground metal scene. The 
Tranquil Aggression crew caught 
up with lead singer Burton C. Bell 
before the band was set to play at the 
Tabernacle in Atlanta, where he talked 
about the brief hiatus, the new album, 
and The Carpenters: 
Fox(WVGS): You just got back 
from touring in Australia. How was 
it? 
Burton Bell: Australia was amaz- 
ing. For some reason, Australia really 
likes Fear Factory, and has eversince 
our first record came out over there, and 
we've been touring there ever since. 
We've been there at least ten times. 
We've got two gold records down there. 
It's nice to go to a foreign country and 
be so well received. 
FW: I know it's still early, buthow's 
this tour going? 
BB: It's the fourth show, andit's go- 
ing really well. Slipknot, Fear Factory, 
and Chiraaira together is just a powe 
house, everyone'sgetting along, we'r 
all hanging out, it's a lot of fun so far. 
It's a positive tour, and it's the perfect 
tourforus, with the newrecord coming 
out in two weeks. We're stoked. 
FW:Foranybodythatdoesn'tknow 
about you guys, describe the band by 
defining Fear Factory and using it in 
a sentence. 
BB: You could take the title, 
Fear Factory, and those two words, 
the connotation they bring out, the 
vision it creates; first of all, what is 
a fear factory? Many things; obvi- 
ously, something that produces fear. 
What is a factory that produces fear? 
A military organization can be a fear 
factory, because it produces death as 
well as disorder. Public education can 
be a fear factory. The Catholic church, 
any organized religion can be a fear fac- 
tory. Basically, something that makes 
you feel uncomfortable, something that 
produces a certain type of unrest in you 
is a fear factory. And that's what our 
music is, it produces unrest, it taps the 
soul of what is already in you, and that's 
fear. It touches the things you already 
fear in life, and you don't have to make 
it up, because there are so many things 
we already fear. 
FW: 2002 was a fateful year for 
music fans all over the world, when 
IheardFearFactorywasnomore. 
v, regrouped, how has the experi- 
ence with Dino no longer in the group, 
and Christian taking over guitars been; 
was it an easy transition? 
BB: 2002 was a big year for me as 
well; stepping away from the band was 
one of the hardest things I' ve ever had to 
do in my life. No one was more shocked 
then me, but I got to a point where I 
couldn'tdeal with certain aspects of this 
band, so I left the band. Time went by 
with everyone doing their own thing; 
suddenly there's this contract with 
Roadrunner [Records] that became 
evident that it never ended. So, it was 
due to contractual obligation that Fear 
Factory reformed. Due to the reforma- 
tion, writing music for Roadrunner for 
a demo, doing that made us realize that 
us three working together made it work 
really well. That's the only reason that 
we continued. And Christian was the 
most obvious choice, actually so ob- 
vious that we didn't see it at first that 
Christian would play guitar. We were 
thinking of other guitar players, and 
we thought of a few, but we weren't 
sure, and we were going to have to 
teach the new people the songs, blah 
blah blah. So meanwhile Christian is 
sitting there playing guitar, so we said, 
"Why don't you play guitar?" And he 
said, "Ok." So 2002 and 2003 was all 
about change for this band, and if it 
wasn't for those changes, we wouldn't 
be sittinghere right now. 
FW: We got a copy of the new al- 
bum "Archetype" in, and it definitely 
kicks ass. You want to talk about it; any 
new experiences recording it, some of 
the directions you took? 
BB: This record was probably one 
of the easiest we've ever recorded. We 
had intent in going to the studio; we 
knew what we were doing. All the mu- 
sic was already done, and everything 
was just ready to go. Everything was 
changed; the songwriting changed, 
the way we structured everything 
just kind of changed, but kind of 
changed into what we already were. 
"Archetype" is the title of this record, 
and the definition of archetype is the 
actual model of what everything else 
is copied from or emulated. And that's 
true for Fear Factory, because this is 
what this record is, it's archetypal of 
what the band has always been. I think 
it's a more focused, more direct, more 
mature approach than we've evertaken 
before. The last record, "Digimortal", 
it's not a bad record, but it's not one of 
my favorites. A lot of external infec- 
tions came through there, and infected 
the band in a lot of ways. There were 
internal things infecting the band that 
affected the record; in a lot of ways, 
we were just kind of going through the 
motions. So I think it's obvious that 
this is the record. 
FW: Was there any particular 
reason why "School" (Nirvana) was 
chosen to be covered on this album? 
BB: We do covers a lot, starting with 
"Demanuf acture". Actually on the first 
tour we were doing a Depeche Mode 
song live, "I Feel You," that was on 
the Obituary tour, and Obituary fans 
were like, "Huuuh?" But it was fun, you 
know; we've done Ministry songs live. 
I knew that on this record I wanted a 
cover song. So in cover mode, listening 
to my entire record collection, and I 
pulled out "Bleach". And I love that 
album; I was a Nirvana fan before I 
was even in Fear Factory. And I was 
listening to that and I heard "School," 
and I thought we could screw that song 
up so bad. (laughter) I knew we could 
totally add our flavor to it, so I presented 
it to Raymond and Christian, and they 
both knew the song, so they said, "Sure, 
why not?" Tomorrow (April 4) will be 
the ten-year anniversary of his death, 
and we didn't realize until a few weeks 
ago. I remember where I was; we were 
on the Sepultura tour, in Denver, when 
I found out. 
Check out next week's Hiatus for 
more Q&A with Fear Factory. 
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All Photos by DJFox 
Capt. Cool, DJ Fox and Anger all 
pose with Burton Bell, lead singer 
of Fear Factory before the show. 
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